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From kspeaks at pacbell.net Fri Jul 1 00:57:54 2011
From: kspeaks at pacbell.net (Kay Speaks)
Date: Thu, 30 Jun 2011 21:57:54 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <FE06E0D13E40410B837DE645696C2B3B@TreviaBeverlyPC>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D3127AA4A8@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<FE06E0D13E40410B837DE645696C2B3B@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Message-ID: <02ec01cc37ab$706479b0$512d6d10$@net>
I too would appreciate a copy or link to your lecture info. Thank you!
Kay Speaks
kspeaks at pacbell.net

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will need
to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
(tracking purposes)

~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Jennifer Daugherty <mailto:jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM

Subject: [Genealib] Property Research

Hello,
I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History of Your
House" in October. I'm working with a local paranormal research group who
will follow my session with one about how to use that information in your
paranormal investigation.

I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if they have
tips/tricks they are willing to share for research help. I have put
together some, but just want to see if there is anything I am missing.

Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty
Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309

_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110630/
d54deb77/attachment.html
From sarah at vandeventer.net Fri Jul 1 01:31:37 2011
From: sarah at vandeventer.net (Sarah A. V. Kirby)
Date: Thu, 30 Jun 2011 22:31:37 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Periodical retention
In-Reply-To: <mailman.625.1309484020.2299.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.625.1309484020.2299.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <1309498297.46409.YahooMailRC@web82808.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
As others have said, before physically throwing things in the trash, try this
list. Then try your local genealogy society, perhaps some of their members might
want copies of "favorite" titles.

In making the decision, use should not be the only factor. Other things that I
would consider:
1. How does this journal/magazine fit into our overall collection development
strategy vis-a-vis genealogy/local history?
2. Are there other libraries in your local system/network that have the title so
that ILL is easy and quick?
3. Are digital copies available (e.g., all of Ancestry magazine is available for
free on Google Books; many of the "best" journals are available online if you
have a library subscription/membership to NEHGS and NGS)?
4. Is the journal/magazine scholarly or educational or newsy?
I know in my own (personal) collection, I'm sifting through pre-2005 Family Tree
Magazine issues and finding a few nuggets, but mostly information that has been
updated since then (either in FT or some other magazine or book) and/or refers
to topics that have been entirely superseded (think technology reviews,
defunct/old versions of websites). These are candidates for the recycle bin
(with selected articles scanned and added to my personal electronic library).
But those with published research and genealogies will be kept until I make the
trade between electronic and paper copies. Family Chronicle and Internet
Genealogy would fall in the "selectively keep" category for me also. NGSQ, NEHGR
are in the keep category (for now). APGQ is in the - if it is digitized, I'll
recycle the paper category since I am a member and can download digital issues.
Most of the primarily "newsy" newsletters and magazines by societies I treat
like FT - keep a few "worthy" articles to scan, recycle the rest (e.g., NYGBS'
"The New York Researcher").
For a list of state and regional journals, see
http://www.midwestroots.net/state-regional-genealogy-journals/ - it doesn't tell
about online/digital copies, but does give links to each journal's website.
NGSQ - National Genealogical Society Quarterly
NEHGR - New England Historical and Genealogical Register
APQ - Association of Professional Genealogists Quarterly
-------------------Sarah A. V. Kirby
sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)
kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate)
From daysa at oplin.org Fri Jul 1 09:11:48 2011
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 09:11:48 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
In-Reply-To: <4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
References: <OFF78026D9.50EC90BD-ON852578BF.006E2B33852578BF.006E2B32@roanokeva.gov>
<4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <001d01cc37f0$6f06ff30$4d14fd90$@org>
Elaine
I hope everyone replies to the list. I am currently considering my husband
to get DNA testing to help with the genealogy project I am working on for
his family.

Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy

I am doing a workshop on July 12 about DNA Genealogy. I've found a lot of
information in books and on the Internet but I'd like to hear from some of
you who might have personal experience with genealogy DNA tests. Please let
me know:

1. What kind of test did you submit?
else?

Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA or something

2. What were you hoping to find out?

What did you find out?

3. What company did you use?
4. Any other comments? For example if you've taught a DNA genealogy
workshop do you have any advice for me?

You can reply just to me or to the whole group if you think they would be
interested.

Thanks,
Elaine Hayes

Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes at lclsonline.org

307-773-7232
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/
a603ec9a/attachment.html
From gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com Fri Jul 1 09:31:35 2011
From: gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com (Sharon Thurston)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 06:31:35 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] reply to Vol 93 issue 31
Message-ID: <1309527095.50382.YahooMailNeo@web162015.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
I assume you are referring to periodicals from other genealogy societies,? in our
genealogy room we usually keep
the current year and 1 year back - then room workers go thru the periodicals and
copy the pertainent info and place
that info in notebooks we have established (ie michigan counties and state
notebooks)? We normally copy vital
record info, land & wills, pedigrees,etc.
The other issues we put out in our "freebie" section and then dispose of them after
a period of time.
We are willing to "trade" some of these items for something from another state's
library or genealogical society.
We also trade extra copies of the Michigan Pioneer and Historical Collection books
for the issues we do not
have.
Hope this helps
Sharon Thurston
Gladwin County District Library
Gladwin County Genealogical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/4ca960f1/
attachment.html
From stuckeyr at forsythpl.org Fri Jul 1 10:21:32 2011
From: stuckeyr at forsythpl.org (Rebecca Stuckey)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 10:21:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research - Tracing the Old Homestead
Message-ID: <6E8D6B449308DD41A37F3D0C11D3D93F03EA00496D@hermes2.forsythpl.org>
I would love to have a copy of the "Tracing the Old Homestead" lecture. I'm Rebecca
Stuckey from Cumming, GA.
Thank you
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/2e9e91a7/
attachment.html
From e.jennings at comcast.net Fri Jul 1 11:22:21 2011
From: e.jennings at comcast.net (Ellen Jennings)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 10:22:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <02ec01cc37ab$706479b0$512d6d10$@net>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D3127AA4A8@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>

<FE06E0D13E40410B837DE645696C2B3B@TreviaBeverlyPC>
<02ec01cc37ab$706479b0$512d6d10$@net>
Message-ID: <3D9ED1AB-8C17-4F77-9F22-2466E06A2B90@comcast.net>
I would also LOVE
sharing!!

a copy of your lecture Tracing the Old Homestead. Thanks for

Best,
Ellen Jennings
e.jennings at comcast.net

On Jun 30, 2011, at 11:57 PM, Kay Speaks wrote:
> I too would appreciate a copy or link to your lecture info. Thank you!
> Kay Speaks
> kspeaks at pacbell.net
>
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of treviawbeverly
> Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
>
> What fun!
>
> I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 - "Tracing the
Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone interested. I will be
giving it again in the next few months and will need to update it a bit but it will
still be useful.
>
> If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
> *** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state (tracking
purposes)
>
> ~ Trevia
> Trevia Wooster Beverly
> Houston, Texas
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Jennifer Daugherty
> To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM
> Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
>
> Hello,
> I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History of Your House"
in October. I'm working with a local paranormal research group who will follow my
session with one about how to use that information in your paranormal
investigation.
>
> I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if they have
tips/tricks they are willing to share for research help. I have put together some,
but just want to see if there is anything I am missing.
>
> Thanks,
> Jennifer Daugherty

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/
f2d447d6/attachment.html
From jameslvick at yahoo.com Fri Jul 1 11:24:37 2011
From: jameslvick at yahoo.com (Larry Vick)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 08:24:37 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
In-Reply-To: <4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
References: <OFF78026D9.50EC90BD-ON852578BF.006E2B33852578BF.006E2B32@roanokeva.gov>
<4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <1309533877.9894.YahooMailNeo@web112416.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Elaine,
?
I have had Y-DNA, mtDNA, and autosomal DNA tests done.? The Y-DNA was for both
short tandem repeats
(STRs) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).? My mtDNA test was a full
sequence.
?
Initially, I used Y-STR testing to support or refute a
conclusion a researcher had made about the identity of one of my 4th great
grandfathers.? His name was Jacob
VICK, and there were two Jacob VICKs that could have been my ancestor.? Since many
paper records had been lost in
courthouse fires, the researcher had to evaluate the remaining documentary evidence
and make an educated guess.? Y-STR
testing supported his conclusion.
?
I have used Family Tree DNA, the Sorenson Molecular
Genealogy Foundation, EthnoAncestry, and 23andMe.
?
I have done a couple of workshops and made some short
presentations to groups on my experience with DNA testing.? If you haven?t looked
at the International
Society of Genetic Genealogy?s website (www.isogg.org),
you might look at it for some ideas.
?
Regards,
?
Larry

________________________________
From: Elaine Hayes <ehayes at lclsonline.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:22 PM
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
I am doing a workshop on July 12 about DNA Genealogy.? I've found a lot of
information in books and on the Internet but I'd like to hear from some of you who
might have personal experience with genealogy DNA tests.? Please let me know:
?
1. What kind of test did you submit?? Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA or something else?
2. What were you hoping to find out?? What did you find out?
3. What company did you use?
4. Any other comments?? For example if you've taught a DNA genealogy workshop do
you have any advice for me?
?
You can reply just to me or to the whole group if you think they would be
interested.
?
Thanks,
Elaine Hayes
?
?
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager?- Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes at lclsonline.org
307-773-7232
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/57787d15/
attachment.html
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Fri Jul 1 11:30:26 2011
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Fri, 01 Jul 2011 09:30:26 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
In-Reply-To: <001d01cc37f0$6f06ff30$4d14fd90$@org>
References: <OFF78026D9.50EC90BD-ON852578BF.006E2B33852578BF.006E2B32@roanokeva.gov>
<4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
<001d01cc37f0$6f06ff30$4d14fd90$@org>
Message-ID: <4E0D93B0.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Elaine
I used FamilyTree DNA and have been happy. I plugged into an existing Surname
study and got a significant discount on my test.
I recommend books by Bryan
accessible for readers and
and The Seven Daughters of
Isles a DNA examination of

Sykes. He is Oxford DNA [England] and is very
his audiences. He is the author of Adams Curse [for Y]
Eve [for Mitochondrial] he also wrote the Blood of the
the British Isles.

We have had a couple of lectures from Geneticist as well as an all day knock down
dragged out seminar on DNA. The academics who lecture to undergraduates were the
best for a public library audience. The worse were retired scientists who also do
genealogy who were so pedantic that you were bored to sobs as well as basically
being inaccessible to the average person in the audience.
I have enjoyed trawling through the surname studies and seeing the results for
various names that I am researching. The greatest gifts that i have gotten from
these is where very distant relatives participated in Y DNA projects and it placed
them [my] families in a "pod" where i thought they belonged and therefore I have
been able to concentrate on the paper trail in that geographic area looking for the
paper trail proof of relationships.
In three instances the participants had died before I was able to track them down
and thank these distant relatives for being involved in the projects.

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Sandy Day" <daysa at oplin.org> 7/1/2011 7:11 AM >>>
Elaine
I hope everyone replies to the list. I am currently considering my husband
to get DNA testing to help with the genealogy project I am working on for
his family.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy

I am doing a workshop on July 12 about DNA Genealogy. I've found a lot of
information in books and on the Internet but I'd like to hear from some of
you who might have personal experience with genealogy DNA tests. Please let
me know:

1. What kind of test did you submit?
else?

Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA or something

2. What were you hoping to find out?

What did you find out?

3. What company did you use?
4. Any other comments? For example if you've taught a DNA genealogy
workshop do you have any advice for me?

You can reply just to me or to the whole group if you think they would be
interested.

Thanks,
Elaine Hayes

Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes at lclsonline.org
307-773-7232

From jloving at slcl.org Fri Jul 1 12:38:16 2011
From: jloving at slcl.org (Joyce Loving)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 11:38:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Not just for genealogy collections
Message-ID: <00d101cc380d$46e5d720$d4b18560$@org>
St. Louis County Library published Dred & Harriet Scott: Their Family Story,
by Ruth Ann (Abels) Hager, a reference specialist in the Special Collections
Department and a board-certified genealogist. While researched through
genealogy, the majority of its audience consists of non-genealogists. As
interest in the Civil War is increasing now, this would be a good time to
add this book to your library?s collection.

For the first time ever, descendants of Dred and Harriet shared their oral
tradition with this author, which was pivotal in discovering extensive new
information about this historic American family. The book tells the family?s
story and the personal impact the ?Dred Scott Decision? had on Dred,
Harriet, their daughters Lizzie and Eliza, and their descendants.

Softbound, 8 ?? x 11,? 173 pages, includes maps, documents, pictures,
charts, extensive reference notes, source list, and index. Price: $25.00 +

shipping & handling, library purchase orders are accepted. An order form is
available at <http://www.slcl.org/dredscott/orderform.pdf>
http://www.slcl.org/dredscott/orderform.pdf.

Joyce Loving
Manager, Special Collections
St. Louis County Library
1640 South Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63131
314.994.3300 ext 2071
Fax 314 997-7602
jloving at slcl.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/08f21146/
attachment.html
From mitchell.melody at ocls.info Fri Jul 1 13:58:28 2011
From: mitchell.melody at ocls.info (Mitchell, Melody)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 13:58:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <3D9ED1AB-8C17-4F77-9F22-2466E06A2B90@comcast.net>
References:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D3127AA4A8@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us><FE06E0D13E4
0410B837DE645696C2B3B@TreviaBeverlyPC><02ec01cc37ab$706479b0$512d6d10$@net>
<3D9ED1AB-8C17-4F77-9F22-2466E06A2B90@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <5C103202289B3546AD5631417E61B40D028DD1F1@exch2k7.ocls.info>
Please send a copy to me also.

Thank you,

M. Mitchell (mitchell.melody at ocls.info)
Orlando, FL

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ellen
Jennings
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2011 11:22 AM

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

I would also LOVE a copy of your lecture Tracing the Old Homestead.
Thanks for sharing!!

Best,

Ellen Jennings
e.jennings at comcast.net

On Jun 30, 2011, at 11:57 PM, Kay Speaks wrote:

I too would appreciate a copy or link to your lecture info. Thank you!
Kay Speaks
kspeaks at pacbell.net

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
need to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
(tracking purposes)

~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Jennifer Daugherty <mailto:jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research

Hello,
I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History
of Your House" in October. I'm working with a local paranormal research
group who will follow my session with one about how to use that
information in your paranormal investigation.

I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if
they have tips/tricks they are willing to share for research help. I
have put together some, but just want to see if there is anything I am
missing.

Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty
Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309

________________________________

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law Virtually all written
communications to or from State and Local officials are public records available to
the public and media upon request. The Orange County Library System policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. E-mail sent via any Libraryowned system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if
deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.****
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/
e8303d8a/attachment.html
From masseyn at hepl.lib.in.us Fri Jul 1 14:03:38 2011
From: masseyn at hepl.lib.in.us (Nancy Massey)
Date: Fri, 01 Jul 2011 14:03:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <5C103202289B3546AD5631417E61B40D028DD1F1@exch2k7.ocls.info>
References:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D3127AA4A8@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us><FE06E0D13E4
0410B837DE645696C2B3B@TreviaBeverlyPC><02ec01cc37ab$706479b0$512d6d10$@net>
<3D9ED1AB-8C17-4F77-9F22-2466E06A2B90@comcast.net>
<5C103202289B3546AD5631417E61B40D028DD1F1@exch2k7.ocls.info>
Message-ID: <4E0DD3BA020000790000AA30@stoney.hepl.lib.in.us>
Please send a copy to me also!
Thanks,
Nancy
masseyn at hepl.lib.in.us
Noblesville, Indiana
>>> "Mitchell, Melody" <mitchell.melody at ocls.info> 7/1/2011 1:58 PM >>>
Please send a copy to me also.

Thank you,

M. Mitchell (mitchell.melody at ocls.info)
Orlando, FL

From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ellen Jennings
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2011 11:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
I would also LOVE
sharing!!

a copy of your lecture Tracing the Old Homestead. Thanks for

Best,

Ellen Jennings
e.jennings at comcast.net

On Jun 30, 2011, at 11:57 PM, Kay Speaks wrote:

I too would appreciate a copy or link to your lecture info. Thank you!
Kay Speaks
kspeaks at pacbell.net

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 - "Tracing the
Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone interested. I will be
giving it again in the next few months and will need to update it a bit but it will
still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state (tracking
purposes)

~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

----- Original Message ----From: Jennifer Daugherty ( mailto:jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us )
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research

Hello,
I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History of Your House" in
October. I'm working with a local paranormal research group who will follow my
session with one about how to use that information in your paranormal
investigation.

I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if they have tips/tricks
they are willing to share for research help. I have put together some, but just
want to see if there is anything I am missing.

Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty
Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309

_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
communications to or from State and Local officials are public records available to
the public and media upon request. The Orange County Library System policy does
not differentiate between personal and business emails. E-mail sent via any
Library-owned system will be considered public and will only be withheld from
disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.****
___________________________________________________________
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This e-mail message from Hamilton East Public Library
(including all attachments) is for the sole use of the intended recipients
and may contain confidential and privileged information.
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact
the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
Updated April 14, 2011
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/61956bbb/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Fri Jul 1 14:18:12 2011
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 14:18:12 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <FE06E0D13E40410B837DE645696C2B3B@TreviaBeverlyPC>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D3127AA4A8@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<FE06E0D13E40410B837DE645696C2B3B@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Message-ID: <000d01cc381b$3d18f520$b74adf60$@org>
Trevia
Please send me a copy by email attachment:
daysa at oplin.org

Thank you!
Sandy Day
Steubenville OH
Schiappa Library

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 1:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will need
to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
(tracking purposes)

~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Jennifer Daugherty <mailto:jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research

Hello,
I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History of Your
House" in October. I'm working with a local paranormal research group who
will follow my session with one about how to use that information in your
paranormal investigation.

I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if they have
tips/tricks they are willing to share for research help. I have put
together some, but just want to see if there is anything I am missing.

Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty
Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309

_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/33e7f24d/
attachment.html
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Fri Jul 1 14:29:10 2011
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 14:29:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] property research
References: <mailman.21.1309536016.24984.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F706A8B8B2@mail.DMCPL.local>
Jennifer Daugherty asked if anyone had done a workshop on haunted properties. I
have not, but I have created a handout. Here it is in plain text. Feel free to
customize it to reflect your community.
----Who Died in My Haunted House?
Surprisingly, this is not an uncommon question asked in the genealogy section.

To determine who died in your house, first you would have to figure out who live
there, then when they died.

1. Start with the year of your house's construction, or take a guess if it is not
known.
It is possible there has been more than one house at that location, but for now
assume that it is the current house. Of course, the Native Americans were here

first and most of their names are lost to history.
Resources to determine the year of house construction:
a.

City or suburban directories.

b.
http://www.mcrealestate.org/ <http://www.mcrealestate.org/> shows
information on current taxes and the year that homes were constructed

2.

Figure out who lived in your house.

a. City directories from 1914 forward can be checked by address to see
who the head of the household and spouse were. Minor children are not listed.
b.
For 1930, 1920, 1910 and 1900 you can check Federal Census records seeing who
the minor children where in a household once you have established the parents'
names.

3.

Figure out which of these people are deceased.

a. http://old.daytonmetrolibrary.org/hobitsform.php
<http://old.daytonmetrolibrary.org/hobitsform.php>
The Dayton Obituary Index lists many citations for obituaries in the greater
Dayton area. Once a name is found in the index you can get the obituary from the
microfilm. How much information is in the obituary will vary greatly from one to
the next.
b. Ancestry Library Edition database - subscription at Dayton Metro
Library. The Ohio Death Index covers 1908-1944 and 1958-2002. It lists the
person's age and death date.
c. Montgomery County Vital Statistics. For a fee you can purchase
1908-present death certificates. They show cause of death.
d. http://pilot.familysearch.org/ <http://pilot.familysearch.org/>
Ohio Death Certificates 1908-1954.
e. http://ssdi.rootsweb.ancestry.com/
<http://ssdi.rootsweb.ancestry.com/> Free Social Security Death Index from about
1962 to about 3 months before the current date.

4. Figure out the cause of death of the deceased. If an elderly person dies a
peaceful death after a long productive live, this may not be the person haunting
your house. If there is a tragic story behind the death, it may have been reported
in the newspaper. The death certificate would state the cause of death. An
obituary may or may not state this information.

a. Full text of Dayton Daily News articles 1990-present are available at
www.daytondailynews.com <http://www.daytondailynews.com/> . More sophisticated
searching capabilities are available through the subscription version link off the

Dayton Metro Library website.
Go to www.daytonmetrolibrary.org <http://www.daytonmetrolibrary.org/>
Click on Research Databases
Choose Dayton Daily News Archive
If you are in the library, you can search articles now. If you are at home, then
you will have to enter a library card number to search. You can search by the name
of the deceased. An address is not often reported in articles, but you may get
lucky.
b. An index to 1985-1989 Dayton newspaper articles is also on the
library's web page. For these articles, the text can be found on microfilm at the
main library.
Go to www.daytonmetrolibrary.org <http://www.daytonmetrolibrary.org/>
Click on Research Databases
Choose Dayton Newspaper Index <http://www.daytonmetrolibrary.org/magnewsForm.cfm>
c. Other articles may have been clipped and may be part of our Local
History Room's Clippings File or Local History File. See a staff member in the
Local History Room for the files. Index call number is Local History 071.717 I38.
d. If the death was part of a spectacular crime, or if the ghost is
widely known it may be described in one of these books or on this tour:
by Curt Dalton.

1. Spilt Blood : When Murder Walked the Streets of Dayton
Call number 364.1523 D152S 2004.
2. Haunted Ohio by Chris Woodyard. There are 5 volumes in
Call number 398.25 W912. These are very popular and may be

this series so far.
checked out.

3.

Ghosthunting Ohio by John Kachuba.

Call number 133.1

K114G 2004.
4. Ghost Walk of Dayton by Gem City Circle Walking Tours.
Given each Friday and Saturday evening in October. Other Dayton tours are
available at other times of the year, including one on murders. Email
grantsguru501c3 at yahoo.com <mailto:grantsguru501c3 at yahoo.com> .
http://gemcitycirclewalks.wetpaint.com/ <http://gemcitycirclewalks.wetpaint.com/>
e. The Great Dayton Flood took the lives of many residents.
of resources are available on the flood.

A number

1. http://www.daytonmetrolibrary.org/research-adatabases/history-a-genealogy/collections-a-exhibits/the-great-flood-of-1913
<http://www.daytonmetrolibrary.org/research-a-databases/history-a-genealogy/
collections-a-exhibits/the-great-flood-of-1913>
Highlights of the flood collection, flood postcards, flood images.
2.
Library on the flood.

A number of books are available at the Dayton Metro

f. Cholera epidemics struck more than once in the area. A few names
are recorded in this book. Cholera Deaths, 1849, Dayton, Ohio by Darlene Sizemore.
Gen R 977.173 S6252C.

Why they are haunting your house and how to stop it is another question...

Dayton Metro Library
www.daytonmetrolibrary.org
<http://www.daytonmetrolibrary.org/>
history at daytonmetrolibrary.org
<mailto:history at daytonmetrolibrary.org>

Dec 2009 slw

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/
e49268ea/attachment.html
From dsmith at usf.edu Fri Jul 1 14:44:50 2011
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 14:44:50 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [LIST ADMINISTRATOR] Requesting copies of things
Message-ID: <BANLkTin1UkoP2LH4O+Owu95chi4PUYK34Q@mail.gmail.com>
A reminder to all subscribers that if you want to request a copy of
something from someone else who has offered it on the list, please
email that person directly. Don't send your request to the entire
list. (Everyone else doesn't need to see it.)
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From glennperdue at bellsouth.net Fri Jul 1 14:50:29 2011
From: glennperdue at bellsouth.net (D GLENN PERDUE)
Date: Fri, 1 Jul 2011 11:50:29 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
In-Reply-To: <001d01cc37f0$6f06ff30$4d14fd90$@org>
References: <OFF78026D9.50EC90BD-ON852578BF.006E2B33852578BF.006E2B32@roanokeva.gov>
<4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
<001d01cc37f0$6f06ff30$4d14fd90$@org>
Message-ID: <1309546229.34200.YahooMailRC@web83810.mail.sp1.yahoo.com>

________________________________
From: Sandy Day <daysa at oplin.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, July 1, 2011 9:11:48 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
Elaine
I hope everyone replies to the list. I am currently considering my husband to
get DNA testing to help with the genealogy project I am working on for his
family.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
I am doing a workshop on July 12 about DNA Genealogy. I've found a lot of
information in books and on the Internet but I'd like to hear from some of you
who might have personal experience with genealogy DNA tests. Please let me
know:
1. What kind of test did you submit? Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA or something
else?
2. What were you hoping to find out? What did you find out?
3. What company did you use?
4. Any other comments? For example if you've taught a DNA genealogy workshop do
you have any advice for me?
You can reply just to me or to the whole group if you think they would be
interested.
Thanks,
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes at lclsonline.org
307-773-7232
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110701/3b26fdc2/
attachment.html

From agometz at rhus.com Fri Jul 1 20:54:53 2011
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Fri, 01 Jul 2011 20:54:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals and their use
In-Reply-To: <1309527095.50382.YahooMailNeo@web162015.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
References: <1309527095.50382.YahooMailNeo@web162015.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <4E0E6C5D.8030809@rhus.com>
I've always felt that exposure to top-notch research is important for
our local family historians so I continue to subscribe to the National
Genealogical Society Quarterly and to their Magazine.
To push use of these and our other periodicals, I've had them cataloged
and bound regularly and interfiled with other materials in our genealogy
and local history collection so people run across them while browsing.
I go through issues and if there is any mention of local people (it
happens), I add that to our indexes. I also look for "how-to-do-it
articles" that can be suggested reading in our research guides.
And then there's pure serendipity. I looked at an Ancestry record that
had just come off the printer at our desk and picked up the newest issue
of the NGSQ. "Anthony, is this your family?" It was. We had one
thrilled and happy patron. (The article was not about our immediate area.)
Anne Gometz
Gaston County Public Library
North Carolina
From pmlofft at comcast.net Sun Jul 3 15:58:00 2011
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick M. Lofft)
Date: Sun, 3 Jul 2011 12:58:00 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Agreements between Libraries and Genealogical Societies
Message-ID: <000501cc39bb$83e6a460$8bb3ed20$@comcast.net>
If your organizations have formalized Agreements between the Library and the
local Genealogical Society, I am interested in obtaining your comments
regarding the proposed agreement posted at the following site by comparison
with other agreements, either as to omissions, exclusions or whatever other
comments you may have.

http://www.l-ags.org/temp/tracer/Agreement/Proposed%20Pleasanton%20Library%2
0agreement.pdf

Thanks, Patrick
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110703/
bf19207b/attachment.html
From yatesc at buffalolib.org Mon Jul 4 16:30:58 2011
From: yatesc at buffalolib.org (Claudia Yates)
Date: Mon, 4 Jul 2011 16:30:58 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research

Message-ID:
<DD0FCECCD594C446B4B92A016EA7B03126ADBA2E7D@cntstaexcb01.staff.buffalolib.org>
Trevia,
Please sent me a copy of the email attachment; 8 pages.

Thanks for the offer.

Jennifer,
Here is link to our subject guide: http://preview.tinyurl.com/6htvmy7
Claudia
Claudia B. Yates
Manager, Grosvenor Room
Buffalo & Erie County Public Library
1 Lafayette Square
Buffalo, NY
14203
716-858-7119
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 1:08 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
What fun!
I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will need
to update it a bit but it will still be useful.
If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
(tracking purposes)
~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu ****
Sent:* Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM****
*Subject:* [Genealib] Property Research****
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,****
I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History of Your
House" in October. I'm working with a local paranormal research group who
will follow my session with one about how to use that information in your
paranormal investigation.****

> I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if they have
> tips/tricks they are willing to share for research help. I have put
> together some, but just want to see if there is anything I am missing. ***
>

> Thanks,****
>
Jennifer Daugherty****
Local and State History Manager ****
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane********
Fayetteville**, **NC** **28301-5000********
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309****
Claudia B. Yates
Manager, Grosvenor Room
Buffalo & Erie County Public Library
1 Lafayette Square
Buffalo, NY
14203
716-858-7119

From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Mon Jul 4 18:13:39 2011
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Mon, 4 Jul 2011 17:13:39 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To:
<DD0FCECCD594C446B4B92A016EA7B03126ADBA2E7D@cntstaexcb01.staff.buffalolib.org>
References:
<DD0FCECCD594C446B4B92A016EA7B03126ADBA2E7D@cntstaexcb01.staff.buffalolib.org>
Message-ID: <E8DD492F1F644316B2848ECB1E3E01D6@TreviaBeverlyPC>
I do hope you find something of interest and useful in this old outline.
It's a fun thing to do and so
worthwhile - all sorts of interesting family information comes to light.
~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas 7708-3052
Association of Professional Genealogists - http://www.pagan.org/
Texas Genealogy Conference http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy/genealogy.html
Harris County Historical Commission (1995- )
----- Original Message ----From: "Claudia Yates" <yatesc at buffalolib.org>
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Claudia Yates" <yatesc at buffalolib.org>
Sent: Monday, July 04, 2011 3:30 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
>
> Trevia,

>
> Please sent me a copy of the email attachment; 8 pages. Thanks for the
> offer.
>
> Jennifer,
> Here is link to our subject guide: http://preview.tinyurl.com/6htvmy7
>
> Claudia
>
> Claudia B. Yates
> Manager, Grosvenor Room
> Buffalo & Erie County Public Library
> 1 Lafayette Square
> Buffalo, NY
14203
> 716-858-7119
>
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
> treviawbeverly
> Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 1:08 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
>
> What fun!
>
> I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 > "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
> interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will need
> to update it a bit but it will still be useful.
>
> If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
>
> *** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
> (tracking purposes)
>
> ~ Trevia
>
> Trevia Wooster Beverly
> Houston, Texas
>
> To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu ****
> Sent:* Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM****
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Property Research****
>
>> Hello,****
>>
>> I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History of Your
>> House" in October. I'm working with a local paranormal research group
>> who
>> will follow my session with one about how to use that information in your
>> paranormal investigation.****
>
>> I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if they have
>> tips/tricks they are willing to share for research help. I have put
>> together some, but just want to see if there is anything I am missing.
>> ***
>>
>> Thanks,****

>>
> Jennifer Daugherty****
> Local and State History Manager ****
> Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
> 300 Maiden Lane********
> Fayetteville**, **NC** **28301-5000********
> (910) 483-7727 ext. 309****
>
>
> Claudia B. Yates
> Manager, Grosvenor Room
> Buffalo & Erie County Public Library
> 1 Lafayette Square
> Buffalo, NY
14203
> 716-858-7119
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Tracing the Old Homestead.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 80896 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110704/3c949834/
attachment.doc
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Mon Jul 4 18:24:36 2011
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Mon, 4 Jul 2011 17:24:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <E8DD492F1F644316B2848ECB1E3E01D6@TreviaBeverlyPC>
References:
<DD0FCECCD594C446B4B92A016EA7B03126ADBA2E7D@cntstaexcb01.staff.buffalolib.org>
<E8DD492F1F644316B2848ECB1E3E01D6@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Message-ID: <B0966244304C4723B7177A6F364D485A@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Dang it, I did it again! My apologies.
Sent the reply to the whole list ... Folks, when someone offers and you
request please do it directly! As already mentioned, everyone does not need to see
the back & forth, but
usually when an offer like this is made, there are *a bunch* and I click on
reply. But being an
"old dog" I should remember to look as many "newbies" don't know or think
about making a
direct request.

Sorry for the quick finger and the slow eye. (or mind).
Trevia
----- Original Message ----From: "treviawbeverly" <treviawbeverly at comcast.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 04, 2011 5:13 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
>I do hope you find something of interest and useful in this old outline.
> It's a fun thing to do and so
> worthwhile - all sorts of interesting family information comes to light.
> ~ Trevia
> Trevia Wooster Beverly
> Houston, Texas 7708-3052
> Association of Professional Genealogists - http://www.pagan.org/
> Texas Genealogy Conference > http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy/genealogy.html
> Harris County Historical Commission (1995- )
>
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Claudia Yates" <yatesc at buffalolib.org>
> To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Cc: "Claudia Yates" <yatesc at buffalolib.org>
> Sent: Monday, July 04, 2011 3:30 PM
> Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
>
>
>>
>> Trevia,
>>
>> Please sent me a copy of the email attachment; 8 pages. Thanks for the
>> offer.
>>
>> Jennifer,
>> Here is link to our subject guide: http://preview.tinyurl.com/6htvmy7
>>
>> Claudia
>>
>> Claudia B. Yates
>> Manager, Grosvenor Room
>> Buffalo & Erie County Public Library
>> 1 Lafayette Square
>> Buffalo, NY
14203
>> 716-858-7119
>>
>>
>> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
>> treviawbeverly
>> Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 1:08 PM
>> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
>>
>> What fun!

>>
>> I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 >> "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
>> interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
>> need
>> to update it a bit but it will still be useful.
>>
>> If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
>>
>> *** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
>> (tracking purposes)
>>
>> ~ Trevia
>>
>> Trevia Wooster Beverly
>> Houston, Texas
>>
>> To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu ****
>> Sent:* Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:35 PM****
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Property Research****
>>
>>> Hello,****
>>>
>>> I'm going to be doing a workshop on "How to Research the History of Your
>>> House" in October. I'm working with a local paranormal research group
>>> who
>>> will follow my session with one about how to use that information in
>>> your
>>> paranormal investigation.****
>>
>>> I was wondering if anyone has done something similiar and if they have
>>> tips/tricks they are willing to share for research help. I have put
>>> together some, but just want to see if there is anything I am missing.
>>> ***
>>>
>>> Thanks,****
>>>
>> Jennifer Daugherty****
>> Local and State History Manager ****
>> Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
>> 300 Maiden Lane********
>> Fayetteville**, **NC** **28301-5000********
>> (910) 483-7727 ext. 309****
>>
>>
>> Claudia B. Yates
>> Manager, Grosvenor Room
>> Buffalo & Erie County Public Library
>> 1 Lafayette Square
>> Buffalo, NY
14203
>> 716-858-7119
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From InfoDoc at DDowell.com Mon Jul 4 22:43:39 2011
From: InfoDoc at DDowell.com (Dave Dowell)
Date: Mon, 4 Jul 2011 19:43:39 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy
In-Reply-To: <4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
References: <OFF78026D9.50EC90BD-ON852578BF.006E2B33852578BF.006E2B32@roanokeva.gov>
<4E0CDB1A020000280002A075@drseuss.lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <067901cc3abd$59180c80$0b482580$@DDowell.com>
I would second what Larry and James have said. I have taken most of the
tests that are commercially available and taught classes and given speeches
at our county genealogy society and Rotary club. I have a rather long
chapter on DNA testing in my book which was released last week during the
ALA convention in New Orleans. Currently I am planning a book on genetic
genealogy.
I would strongly advise anyone not to take a DNA test until they have
identified a genealogical question that they are attempting to answer. Once
that question is defined, then one should decide which relative should be
tested and which test might help answer that question. DNA is no magic
bullet that solves all genealogical problems. On the other hand, properly
applied it can be a powerful tool in unlocking the information about our
family histories that is locked within our bodies. Sometimes that
information cannot be accessed from oral traditions and available
documentary sources.
I have been able to reconstruct a descendant's tree from my earliest known
surname ancestor who died in 1733 and to determine what his 111 mark results
would be on a Y-chromosome test if we knew where his body was and dug him up
and got good test results. This was possible because we have tested living
descendants of three of his sons.
Using a mitochondrial DNA test of a first cousin, we have been able to trace
the maternal ancestors of my paternal grandmother back to Finland before
1700 even though the paper trail grows cold in 1736 in what is now Delaware.
Although I probably will never know exactly where and with whom we relate,
we know we connect to ethnic Finns - at least a couple of whom are still
living in Finland.
Autosomal DNA tests do not go back nearly as far with any certainty of

matching everyone with whom one is really related. However, it is very good
at tracing all lines in a pedigree chart back for three or four
generations-and randomly after that.
Properly used DNA is a powerful tool for verifying or refuting a
hypothesized relationship. It also can be useful in connecting with
previously unknown relatives. It is, however, not a replacement for
traditional research methods in weaving together the story of a family.
I am not a geneticist. Far from it. I firmly believe that genetic genealogy
is God's punishment to me for never taking a life science when I was a
student. However, I have learned how to apply the results of genealogy tests
to help answer genealogical questions.
Dave Dowell in Morro Bay, CA
<http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf>
http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf
Author of <http://www.abc-clio.com/product.aspx?id=2147509279> Crash Course
in Genealogy, June, 2011, from Libraries Unlimited.
Co-author of <http://lu.com/showbook.cfm?isbn=9781591584346> Libraries in
the Information Age, An Introduction and Career Guide, 2nd edition,
Libraries Unlimited, 2009.
Follow "Dr D Digs Up Ancestors"
http://blog.ddowell.com

<http://blog.ddowell.com/>

Volunteer Co-Administrator of the Dowell Surname & the Smothers Surname DNA
Projects @ FTDNA
Researching Adams, Breske, Cashatt, Christie, Deutscher, Dowell, Grove,
Hauck, Katzel, Larson, McLaren, Moore, Muza, Paepke, Pierce, Sanner, Smith,
Smithey, Taylor and related families.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 7:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Genealogy

I am doing a workshop on July 12 about DNA Genealogy. I've found a lot of
information in books and on the Internet but I'd like to hear from some of
you who might have personal experience with genealogy DNA tests. Please let
me know:

1. What kind of test did you submit?
else?

Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA or something

2. What were you hoping to find out?

What did you find out?

3. What company did you use?

4. Any other comments? For example if you've taught a DNA genealogy
workshop do you have any advice for me?

You can reply just to me or to the whole group if you think they would be
interested.

Thanks,
Elaine Hayes

Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes at lclsonline.org
307-773-7232
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110704/50b99ab8/
attachment-0001.html
From jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us Tue Jul 5 10:30:18 2011
From: jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 10:30:18 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks!
Message-ID: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D3127AA4BF@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
I wanted to thank everyone who responded to my question about researching house
histories. I am so glad that this list is full of people who are willing to share
ideas.
Thank You,
Jennifer Daugherty
Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/
ae68f1d3/attachment.html

From emily at mohistory.org Tue Jul 5 10:46:16 2011
From: emily at mohistory.org (Emily Jaycox)
Date: Tue, 05 Jul 2011 09:46:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
Message-ID: <4E1323B8.6060704@mohistory.org>
Trevia, I would also like a copy. Thank you very much --Emily
Emily Jaycox, Librarian
Missouri History Museum
P.O. Box 11940
St. Louis MO 63112-0040
314/746-4508
314/746-4548 FAX
emily at mohistory.org
Search the library catalog at:
http://slrlc.org/search~S2/
The Missouri Historical Society is now the Missouri History Museum
From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
need to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
(tracking purposes)

~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

From gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us Tue Jul 5 10:50:49 2011
From: gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us (Gwendolyn Mayer)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 10:50:49 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <4E1323B8.6060704@mohistory.org>
Message-ID: <862187543.35271309877449144.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
I too, would be interested in receiving a copy.
Gwendolyn Mayer
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236
330-653-6658 EXT. 1017
----- Original Message ----From: "Emily Jaycox" <emily at mohistory.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2011 10:46:16 AM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
Trevia, I would also like a copy. Thank you very much --Emily
Emily Jaycox, Librarian
Missouri History Museum
P.O. Box 11940
St. Louis MO 63112-0040
314/746-4508
314/746-4548 FAX
emily at mohistory.org
Search the library catalog at:
http://slrlc.org/search~S2/
The Missouri Historical Society is now the Missouri History Museum
From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
need to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
(tracking purposes)

~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/
f0935b50/attachment.html
From andersod at uwgb.edu Tue Jul 5 10:54:17 2011
From: andersod at uwgb.edu (Anderson, Debra)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 14:54:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Property Research
In-Reply-To: <862187543.35271309877449144.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
References: <4E1323B8.6060704@mohistory.org>
<862187543.35271309877449144.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
Message-ID: <27A2F59890BFD94AB340B9C30B96E33613F6CFD6@MAILBXA.uwgb.edu>
Hi!
I am seconding the plea made earlier?.please just reply to the individual rather
than the entire list. The messages really clutter up my already full inbox.
Thanks
Deb
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Gwendolyn Mayer
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 9:51 AM
To: emily at mohistory.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
I too, would be interested in receiving a copy.
Gwendolyn Mayer
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236
330-653-6658 EXT. 1017

----- Original Message ----From: "Emily Jaycox" <emily at mohistory.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2011 10:46:16 AM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
Trevia, I would also like a copy. Thank you very much --Emily
Emily Jaycox, Librarian
Missouri History Museum
P.O. Box 11940
St. Louis MO 63112-0040
314/746-4508
314/746-4548 FAX
emily at mohistory.org<mailto:emily at mohistory.org>
Search the library catalog at:
http://slrlc.org/search~S2/
The Missouri Historical Society is now the Missouri History Museum
From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]<mailto:[mailto:genealib-bounces
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]> On Behalf Of
treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
need to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment; 8 pgs.
*** But you must give me at least your first name and your town/state
(tracking purposes)

~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/27388b6c/
attachment.html
From cribbswh at gmail.com Tue Jul 5 13:39:45 2011
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh at gmail.com)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 12:39:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newest obituary collections added - 7-5-2011
Message-ID: <CAJz1NisKn4LVgGhABZSUfFVHYe8krt9Qhc9EBU1GyoVJqwtZmw@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
Here is the latest list of data added:
ALABAMA - Statewide Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/al/state/webbbs_config.pl
ARKANSAS - Statewide Obituary Collection - updated
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ar/state/webbbs_config.pl
CALIFORNIA - Marin County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ca/marin/webbbs_config.pl
CALIFORNIA - Yolo County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ca/yolo/webbbs_config.pl
COLORADO - Statewide Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/co/state/webbbs_config.pl
CONNECTICUT - Statewide Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ct/state/webbbs_config.pl
FLORIDA - Hernando County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/fl/hernando/webbbs_config.pl
FLORIDA - Sarasota County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/fl/sarasota/webbbs_config.pl
GEORGIA - Statewide Obituary Collection - updated
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ga/state/webbbs_config.pl
MICHIGAN - Marquette County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/mi/marquette/webbbs_config.pl
MINNESOTA - Isanti County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/mn/isanti/webbbs_config.pl
NEW JERSEY - Camden County - 1934 Collingswood High School Yearbook
http://www.genealogybuff.com/nj/camden/collingswood/webbbs_config.pl
OHIO - Crawford County - 1928 Galion High School Yearbook
http://www.genealogybuff.com/oh/crawford/galion/webbbs_config.pl

RHODE ISLAND - Statewide Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ri/state/webbbs_config.pl
TENNESSEE - Rhea County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/rhea/webbbs_config.pl
TENNESSEE - Western Tennessee Obituary Collection - updated
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/western/webbbs_config.pl
TEXAS - Smaller Counties Obituary Collection - updated
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tx/smallcounties/webbbs_config.pl
VIRGINIA - Statewide Obituary Collection - updated
http://www.genealogybuff.com/va/state/webbbs_config.pl
That's all for now. A full list can be viewed at
http://www.genealogybuff.com/obituary_collections.htm
Hope this helps.
Bill
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/
ec916857/attachment.html
From egrundset at dar.org Tue Jul 5 15:13:53 2011
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 15:13:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New DAR Library Publication
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4103532545@Mail2.darlib.org>
Everyone,

Please visit our website if you are interested in learning about our
newest 3-volume set America's Women in the Revolutionary Era, 1760-1790:
A History through Bibliography. This encyclopedic work deals with all
aspects of the lives of American women and girls during this period, not
just service in the Revolutionary War for lineage society members. It is
over 3,000 pages in length.

http://www.dar.org/library/publication.cfm

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution

1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
egrundset at dar.org
202-879-3313

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/20627a16/
attachment.html
From CathT at aol.com Tue Jul 5 15:28:17 2011
From: CathT at aol.com (CathT at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 15:28:17 EDT
Subject: [Genealib] House Histories
Message-ID: <131b.56039120.3b44bfd1@aol.com>
I have a San Francisco House History Checklist that might be of interest.
To trace houses in SF you sometimes have to use more unusual records.
_https://docs.google.com/leaf?id=0B3l5uZrK68zuYzhjYzlkZTEtMWI2Yy00NWRlLTgxNDctNzc
zODk2ZmJmOWVh&hl=en_
(https://docs.google.com/leaf?
id=0B3l5uZrK68zuYzhjYzlkZTEtMWI2Yy00NWRlLTgxNDctNzczODk2ZmJmOWVh&hl=en)
Also, I have a handout for a lecture, Building a House History, that I
have put temporarily in google docs for anyone who would like a copy.
_https://docs.google.com/viewer?
a=v&pid=explorer&chrome=true&srcid=0B3l5uZrK68zuNWI2N
jlhODktNTc0Ny00NGVlLWE3MTAtOTFmYTE5ZGIyNDZj&hl=en_US_
(https://docs.google.com/viewer?
a=v&pid=explorer&chrome=true&srcid=0B3l5uZrK68zuNWI2NjlhODktNTc0Ny
00NGVlLWE3MTAtOTFmYTE5ZGIyNDZj&hl=en_US)
Trevia, I would love to see your handout as well.
Cath Madden Trindle, CG
SMCGS Library Publication
_publications at smcgs.org_ (mailto:publications at smcgs.org)
In a message dated 7/5/2011 9:01:21 A.M. Pacific Daylight Time,
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Send genealib mailing list submissions t
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the
items you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that
of the single message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other
messages or change the subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thanks! (Jennifer Daugherty)
Re: Property Research (Emily Jaycox)
Re: Property Research (Gwendolyn Mayer)
Re: Property Research (Anderson, Debra)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 10:30:18 -0400
From: Jennifer Daugherty <jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks!
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D3127AA4BF at email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
I wanted to thank everyone who responded to my question about researching
house histories. I am so glad that this list is full of people who are
willing to share ideas.
Thank You,
Jennifer Daugherty
Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309

Center

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/ae68f1d3/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 05 Jul 2011 09:46:16 -0500
From: Emily Jaycox <emily at mohistory.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <4E1323B8.6060704 at mohistory.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
Trevia, I would also like a copy.

Thank you very much -

--Emily
Emily Jaycox, Librarian
Missouri History Museum
P.O. Box 11940
St. Louis MO 63112-0040
314/746-4508
314/746-4548 FAX
emily at mohistory.org
Search the library catalog at:
http://slrlc.org/search~S2/
The Missouri Historical Society is

now the Missouri History

From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

Museum

On Behalf Of

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
need to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email

attachment; 8 pgs.

*** But you must give me at least your first name
(tracking purposes)

~

and your town/state

Trevia

Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston,

Texas

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 10:50:49 -0400 (EDT)
From: Gwendolyn Mayer <gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

To: emily at mohistory.org,
Librarians Serving Genealogists
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<862187543.35271309877449144.JavaMail.root at email.clevnet.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
I too, would be interested in receiving a

copy.

Gwendolyn Mayer
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236
330-653-6658 EXT. 1017
----- Original Message ----From: "Emily Jaycox" <emily at mohistory.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2011 10:46:16 AM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
Trevia, I would also like a copy. Thank you very much --Emily
Emily Jaycox, Librarian
Missouri History Museum
P.O. Box 11940
St. Louis MO 63112-0040
314/746-4508
314/746-4548 FAX
emily at mohistory.org
Search the library catalog at:
http://slrlc.org/search~S2/
The Missouri Historical

Society is now the Missouri History Museum

From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
need to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email attachment;

8 pgs.

*** But you must give me at least your first name and your
(tracking purposes)

town/state

~ Trevia
Trevia

Wooster Beverly

Houston, Texas
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/f0935b50/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 14:54:17 +0000
From: "Anderson, Debra" <andersod at uwgb.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<27A2F59890BFD94AB340B9C30B96E33613F6CFD6 at MAILBXA.uwgb.edu>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Hi!
I am seconding the plea made earlier?.please just reply to the individual
rather than the entire list. The messages really clutter up my already
full inbox.
Thanks
Deb
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Gwendolyn
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 9:51 AM
To: emily at mohistory.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
I too, would be interested in receiving a
Gwendolyn Mayer
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236

Society

copy.

Mayer

330-653-6658 EXT.

1017

----- Original Message ----From: "Emily Jaycox" <emily at mohistory.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2011 10:46:16 AM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research
Trevia, I would also like a copy. Thank
--Emily

you very much -

Emily Jaycox, Librarian
Missouri History Museum
P.O. Box 11940
St. Louis MO 63112-0040
314/746-4508
314/746-4548 FAX
emily at mohistory.org<mailto:emily at mohistory.org>
Search the library catalog at:
http://slrlc.org/search~S2/
The Missouri

Historical Society is now the Missouri History

Museum

From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]<mailto:[mailto:genealib-boun
ces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]> On Behalf Of
treviawbeverly
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Property Research

What fun!

I have an outline for a lecture I gave at Angelina College in 2005 "Tracing the Old Homestead" that I'd be happy to send along to anyone
interested. I will be giving it again in the next few months and will
need to update it a bit but it will still be useful.

If you request it, I'll send it via email

attachment; 8 pgs.

*** But you must give me at least your first name
(tracking purposes)

~

Trevia

Trevia Wooster Beverly

and your town/state

Houston,

Texas

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110705/27388b6c/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 94, Issue 5
***************************************
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Jul 5 19:41:33 2011
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 19:41:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (July 2011)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2704ACF6E4@sudley1.pwc.ad>

WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
July 2011

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> .
Notable
among recent accessions is Joan W. Peters' new two volume history Brent
Town and the Elk Run Valley.
Another specialized local work which
appeared on our April list, should have been acknowledged here as well:
A Taste of Prince William County, Virginia, Wine History, by Raymond V.
Olszewski.

RELIC SEEKING NEWS INDEXERS
RELIC is in need of more volunteers to help abstract and index
news articles from back files of the Manassas Journal Messenger and the
Potomac News. A commitment of at least five hours a month over a six
month period is required.
Indexers read and extract information from
issues of our local newspapers and enter the data into an electronic
form.
Applicants must come to Bull Run Library for hands-on training.
Depending on your access to the internet and a PC (not an Apple), the
work may be done from home. For further information, please contact
Beverly Veness at RELIC, relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
To see and use the online index go to
http://www.pwcgov.org/eservices/newspaperindex/
<http://www.pwcgov.org/eservices/newspaperindex/> .
The index to
articles began in 1993 and is still a bit spotty for some time periods.
In addition, it includes an incomplete index to local obituaries back to
1970. With your help we hope to make it more comprehensive.
ANCESTRY LIBRARY EDITION:
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Ancestry Library Edition is available free at all public internet and
catalog stations in Prince William Public Library branches. If you
haven't used it recently you may not be aware that its appearance and
search screens have drastically changed. RELIC staff are still getting
used to the challenges and opportunities of the new interface. If you
need assistance in navigating it, we would welcome your call. A tip:
On any search screen, I recommend clicking on "Show Advanced." That
gives you more control over your search results: It allows you to
require exact matches, to use Soundex spellings, and to specify a range
of dates. Without that control, your searches may be rather "fuzzy,"
and the results may go off in any direction.
Among recent additions to the Ancestry lineup we note that the Sons of
the American Revolution have offered their collection of applications
1889-1970 as digital images. Although the information can be seen in
the applicant's handwriting, we have found no way of getting a print
copy of the image without contacting the S.A.R.
RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs
is provided by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign
language interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library
programs if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified
of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe. All these programs will take place at the community room
at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Most
programs last about one hour. You may register for any of these
programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
.
For details see
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
July 12, 7 pm - The Civil War Begins at Bull Run, with Ron Mayer;
repeated July 14, 11 am.

August 11, 11 am - Finding Cousins through Family Tree DNA or 23 and Me,
with J. J. Logan; repeated August 23, 7 pm.
September 17, 7-11 pm - RELIC After Dark, featuring Colleen Fitzpatrick
on Forensic Genealogy: CSI Meets Roots. $25 (includes dinner).
September 27, 7 pm - Cemetery Symbolism, with Diane Nesmeyer.
September 30, 2 pm - Genealogy 101, with Beverly Veness.
"Genealogy Doctor": free counseling (contact us for an
appointment).
THE CIVIL WAR BEGINS AT BULL RUN
Presented by Ron Mayer
Guest speaker Ron Mayer will present a short history of the
First Battle of Bull Run (Manassas), July 1861, and its importance as
the first major battle of the Civil War.
He will incorporate the
stories of some famous and not-so-famous local participants at this
nation-altering event. He will show some ways to highlight the story of
your Civil War ancestor's experience using photographs, graphics and
maps. Mr. Mayer is a retired Air Force officer and presently works
part-time as a consultant to a defense contractor. He is a member of
the Civil War Roundtable and founded a local Civil War discussion group
in 2006. In his spare time he gives lectures on Civil War topics in
Northern Virginia.
This program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Tuesday,
July 12, at 7 p.m. and will be repeated on Thursday, July 14, at 11 a.m.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540
or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
FINDING COUSINS THROUGH
FAMILY TREE DNA OR 23ANDME
Presented by J. J. "Jim" Logan
Learn how you can discover your cousins and common ancestors through
groups employing the latest innovations in genetic DNA testing for
ancestry, in a presentation by J.J. 'Jim' Logan. Dr. Logan is the group
administrator for several DNA projects and a member of the Standards
Committee of the International Society of Genetic Genealogists.
This program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Thursday,
August 11, at 11 a.m. and will be repeated on Tuesday, August 23, at 7
p.m. To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703)
792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
"RELIC AFTER DARK" TO FEATURE
FORENSIC GENEALOGIST COLLEEN FITZPATRICK:

CSI MEETS ROOTS.
Forensic genealogist Colleen Fitzpatrick, PhD, will be the
keynote speaker for the seventh annual "RELIC After Dark," scheduled for
the evening of Saturday, September 17, 2011, 7 to 11 p.m., at Bull Run
Library.
Established reference materials such as photos, databases and DNA can
provide much more information than you ever dreamed of, if only you keep
your eyes open and use a little imagination. The goal of her lecture is
to spark your imagination to discover new ways of looking at your family
mysteries and to turn you into a forensic genealogist. Ms. Fitzpatrick
consults for major military and civilian organizations, helping to solve
identity mysteries and uncover frauds.
"RELIC After Dark" is also an evening of dining and research
opportunities. Reservations are now being accepted. The cost, which
includes food, beverages, and complimentary printing from the library's
electronic resources, is $25 (paid in advance, cash or check). Contact
RELIC for further information.
CEMETERY SYMBOLISM:

WHAT CAN YOU LEARN

ABOUT YOUR ANCESTORS FROM THEIR TOMBSTONES?
Presented by Diane Nesmeyer
How many times have you seen a symbol carved on a gravestone
and wondered what it meant? Some symbols are easily interpreted, such
as the interlocking rings accompanied by the initials "F L T" which
represent the Independent Order of Odd Fellows. Others have more
obscure meanings.
Diane Nesmeyer, a genealogy instructor and member of
the Maryland Coalition to Protect Burial Sites, will help you unravel
the mysteries of Cemetery Symbolism. You will see examples of many
common symbols found in cemeteries, learn their meanings, and recognize
new questions to which they may lead in your search for family history.
This program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Tuesday,
September 27, at 7 p.m. To reserve a seat for this free program,
contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
GENEALOGY 101
Presented by Beverly Veness
Those curious about their family history have an opportunity to learn
about methods, strategies and resources for tracing their roots. The
hour-long program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff, is
scheduled for Friday, September 30, at 2 p.m.
"Genealogy 101" will
highlight the numerous free genealogical resources available at RELIC
and will explore basic techniques for tracking ancestors.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540
or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
"Genealogy Doctor" Accepting Appointments for Research Help
Don Wilson, head of RELIC (the Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for
genealogy and local history at Bull Run Regional Library), sets aside

time each month for free private sessions to mentor persons researching
their family history. A thirty-minute session can be used to discuss
and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you.
Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment,
please call RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org. Bull Run
Regional Library is located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC
staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757> or by
calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, September-June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm.
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From dnjperson at comcast.net Wed Jul 6 18:43:13 2011
From: dnjperson at comcast.net (Don Person)
Date: Wed, 6 Jul 2011 15:43:13 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] New DAR Library Publication
In-Reply-To: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4103532545@Mail2.darlib.org>
References: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4103532545@Mail2.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <A030A791-4E36-473E-BB5B-90FA34453015@comcast.net>
I'll try again. Do you mean the trial of the woman accused of killing her daughter
in FL(?) She sounds v. fishy to me.
Judy
On Jul 5, 2011, at 12:13 PM, Grundset, Eric wrote:
> Everyone,
>
> Please visit our website if you are interested in learning about our newest 3volume set America?s Women in the Revolutionary Era, 1760-1790: A History through
Bibliography. This encyclopedic work deals with all aspects of the lives of
American women and girls during this period, not just service in the Revolutionary
War for lineage society members. It is over 3,000 pages in length.
>
> http://www.dar.org/library/publication.cfm
>
> Eric
>
> Eric G. Grundset
> Library Director
> DAR Library
> National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
> 1776 D Street, N. W.
> Washington, DC 20006-5303
> egrundset at dar.org
> 202-879-3313
>
> _______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kwielandotis at gmail.com Wed Jul 6 19:46:10 2011
From: kwielandotis at gmail.com (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Wed, 6 Jul 2011 19:46:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New DAR Library Publication
In-Reply-To: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4103532545@Mail2.darlib.org>
References: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4103532545@Mail2.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <CACG1xm6mehhgfrFQuVVNvK=CMXgUZVn4hhLGYTcNoW2RjatwvA@mail.gmail.com>
Eric (or anyone who has seen this resource) I have searched around trying to get a better idea of what we can expect if
we purchase this publication. Is the text limited to 3,000 pages of
bibliographic references, or does it include enlightening annotations or
other descriptive or background information?
It would be helpful to have a peek at the Table of Contents, some sample
pages (? la Amazon ), and perhaps a portion of the index or indices on the
DAR store web page. In these days of diminished materials budgets, some of
us have to fight to justify every purchase, and to explain why we chose
Resource A over Resource B.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Specialist
Otis Library Reference Department
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365 FAX 860-886-4744
On Tue, Jul 5, 2011 at 3:13 PM, Grundset, Eric <egrundset at dar.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Everyone,****
** **
Please visit our website if you are interested in learning about our newest
3-volume set *America?s Women in the Revolutionary Era, 1760-1790: A
History through Bibliography*. This encyclopedic work deals with all
aspects of the lives of American women and girls during this period, *not
just* service in the Revolutionary War for lineage society members. It is
over 3,000 pages in length.****
** **
http://www.dar.org/library/publication.cfm****
** **
Eric****

>
> ** **
>
> Eric G. Grundset
> Library Director****
>
> DAR Library****
>
> National Society Daughters of the American Revolution****
>
> 1776 D Street, N. W.****
>
> Washington, DC 20006-5303****
>
> egrundset at dar.org****
>
> 202-879-3313****
>
> ** **
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From merlyn at iferretout.info Wed Jul 6 19:48:23 2011
From: merlyn at iferretout.info (merlyn at iferretout.info)
Date: Wed, 06 Jul 2011 19:48:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] MGC 2011 Annual Seminar -- Register to Reserve Your Seat!
Message-ID: <acbb38cb4eb1dbbfd77125bb54c65e13@iferretout.info>
The Massachusetts Genealogical Council (MGC) invites you to attend its
2011 Annual Meeting & Seminar.
Chronicling The Bay State: Exploring The Treasures of Massachusetts
23 July 2011, Saturday
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
LaCava Center at Bentley University, Waltham, MA
The Seminar is filling up fast but there is still time to register to
reserve your seat!
Register online today!
http://www.regonline.com/mgc2011
Continental Breakfast and Lunch included.
**************************************************************
MGC 2011 Seminar Program Overview
- http://bit.ly/eBCqjg
See the Schedule
- http://bit.ly/nKbXpw
About MGC

- http://www.massgencouncil.org
**************************************************************
MGC's Annual Meeting & Seminar offers nationally renowned speakers who
discuss research and records access in multiple subject tracks.
Repositories:
American Antiquarian Society, New England Historic and Genealogical
Society, City of Boston Archives, Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
Archives*
Be inspired by a selection of presentations from genealogy experts
about the goldmines of information found in select Massachusetts
repositories and how to perform research using both new tools and the
tried and true. The program will also offer opportunities to discuss the
latest genealogy products and services with our vendors and Member
Societies.
Speakers:
Marian Pierre-Louis, David Lambert. Lori Lyn Price, Beau Sharbrough,
Zachary Enright, Meldon Wolfgang, Connie Reik, Thomas Howard, James
David Moran, David Dearborn, Carol Smith*, Elizabeth Bouvier*, Dick
Eastman, and Eric Jay Dolin
The MGC Legislative Update will be presented by Mary Ellen Grogan and
MGC Board Members at the 2011 Annual Meeting & Seminar. Legislation
affecting genealogists' access to records on state and national levels
will be discussed. Presently, there is one bill pending in the
Massachusetts legislature that seeks to close access to all Vital
Records back to 1637.
Workshops & Technology:
Building Your Family Tree, Zotero Citation Software, Blogging,
Genealogical Searches on Google, FamilySearch + more.
Register online today!
http://www.regonline.com/mgc2011
You can find out more about this year's program and MGC, at
http://www.massgencouncil.org/
If you have already registered for the Seminar, we look forward to
seeing you on July 23rd!
Walk-Ins are always welcome.
**************************************************************
~ Massachusetts Genealogical Council ~
Safeguarding researchers' access to public records in Massachusetts
and providing educational programs for the genealogical community.
http://www.massgencouncil.org
**************************************************************
From koselka at comcast.net Thu Jul 7 08:25:05 2011
From: koselka at comcast.net (Tom Koselka)
Date: Thu, 7 Jul 2011 08:25:05 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] Michigan Abrams Genealogy Seminar July 16
Message-ID: <000c01cc3ca0$e7a95550$b6fbfff0$@comcast.net>
The 2011 Abrams Genealogy Seminar will be held at the Archives of Michigan
in the Michigan Historical Center, 702 W. Kalamazoo, Lansing on Saturday,
July 16, 2011 from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
The Abrams Genealogy Seminar is co-sponsored by the Abrams Foundation,
Archives of Michigan, and Michigan Genealogical Council. Cost of this
one-day seminar is $45 after July 6 and includes a box lunch. You may
conveniently register online at the SeekingMichigan.org store
http://seekingmichigan.myshopify.com/products/abrams-genealogy-seminar.
Alternatively, a snail mail registration form is available to download on
our website below.
Morning Keynote Sessions
9:30 - 10:30
Effective Use of the Family History Library Catalog
David E. Rencher
10:50 - 11:50
Sources and Methods for British Genealogical Research
David E. Rencher
A boxed lunch comes with the registration fee. Each boxed lunch comes with
a fruit cup, a chocolate chip cookie and a cold drink.
*
Grand Traverse Club
*
Mediterranean Veggie
*
Chicken Pesto with Roasted Red Pepper
*
Smoked Ham and Havarti
Afternoon Sessions
Breakout Session 1
1:15 - 2:15
1.
How My Michigan Ancestors Have Made Me A Better Genealogist Jan Alpert
2.
Beginning Genealogy Sam Pardee
3.
Interpreting Vital Records in Latin, Polish and Czech Kamila P.
Mazurek
Breakout Session 2
2:30 - 3:30
4. Sibling Connection Cynthia Grostick
5. The 1st Michigan Colored Troops in the Civil War (102nd U.S.C.T.) James
Jackson
6. Changes in the Land: Land Record Research in Michigan Mark Harvey,
State Archivist
Tour
3:50 - 4:20
7. Tour of the Archives of Michigan Archives Staff
The Archives of Michigan Research room will be open from 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Best wishes,
Tom Koselka, Corresponding Secretary
Michigan Genealogical Council
http://mimgc.org/2011AbramsSeminar
http://mimgc.org/2011Abrams/registration.pdf
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From harrisonkim at q.com

Thu Jul

7 15:53:05 2011

From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Thu, 7 Jul 2011 15:53:05 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian's attending FGS Conference Springfield Sept.
2011
Message-ID:
<2064906077.1022249.1310068385203.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

Hello:

I wanted to let any MI librarian attending the FGS annual conference this year in
Springfield, IL be aware that Cindy Grostick is planning on organizing a MI get
together.? If you would like to be include please RSVP Cindy at grostickc at
att.net .? Cindy is the current President of the MI Genealogical Council.?

Go Michigan Libraries and genealogists!

Kim Harrison
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From gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com Fri Jul 8 13:04:31 2011
From: gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com (Sharon Thurston)
Date: Fri, 8 Jul 2011 10:04:31 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] looking for books
Message-ID: <1310144671.53140.YahooMailNeo@web162003.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
We are looking for the following books for our library:
Michigan Pioneer Collections volumes 23-25 we have several duplicates of other
volumes that we would be willing
to trade for the ones we need.
Also looking for Filbys Immigration and passenger lists Volume 2
?
If anyone has these volumes for sale or trade., please contact Sharon @
gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jbaer at lpld.lib.in.us Fri Jul 8 13:18:54 2011
From: jbaer at lpld.lib.in.us (Joyce Baer)
Date: Fri, 8 Jul 2011 13:18:54 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] free books via InfoExpress
Message-ID: <000d01cc3d93$1d84efc0$588ecf40$@lib.in.us>

Attached is a listing of Indiana history titles, free to anyone on the
InfoExpress circuit.
Please respond offline to: jbaer at lpld.lib.in.us.

Joyce Baer
Genealogy/Local History Room
Lawrenceburg Public Library District
150 Mary St.
Lawrenceburg, IN

47025

(812) 537-2775, Ext. 39
jbaer at lpld.lib.in.us

"Donations of compiled family histories, Dearborn County materials, local
school yearbooks, or money to purchase genealogical titles gladly accepted."
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From joe at genesearch.com Tue Jul 12 12:58:01 2011
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Tue, 12 Jul 2011 10:58:01 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Indexes Website (USA) - Latest Additions
Message-ID: <CAJMCXfwgbtHVzQXmmqzQ+FXz7715484+K3D7PfOEOSL1SAfVXw@mail.gmail.com>
The Online Death Indexes website has been updated with new links. You
can see a list of the latest additions here:
http://genrootsblog.blogspot.com/2011/07/online-indexes-for-death-records.html
Or:
http://goo.gl/ysAII
Regards,
Joe

-Online Searchable Death Records Indexes & Obituaries
http://www.deathindexes.com/
From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Tue Jul 12 19:19:59 2011
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Tue, 12 Jul 2011 18:19:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Scotland Ordnance Survey Maps
Message-ID: <4E1C903C.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Listmembers:
We received a donation of individual Scotland ordnance survey maps that are part of
the Landranger series. If any of you have these maps, how are you storing them? Are
they cataloged? Thanks for any information.

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Wed Jul 13 14:01:28 2011
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2011 04:01:28 +1000
Subject: [Genealib] Off duty Friday 15 and Monday 18 July 2011
Message-ID: <OF0532A6C5.AD324117-ONCA2578CC.006302FF-CA2578CC.006302FF@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110714/9424a1ba/
attachment.html
From John.LaMont at spl.org Wed Jul 13 20:56:29 2011
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Wed, 13 Jul 2011 17:56:29 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Job Descriptions
Message-ID: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDEB4BE57688B@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Have any of you hired a genealogy librarian recently or in the not so distant past?
I'm interested in getting copies of job descriptions and also to know what skills
and/or experience were required for the position.
Thanks for your help.
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
I am reading the

Collector<http://seattle.bibliocommons.com/item/show/2695976030_the_collector>, by
Jack Nisbet.
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From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Thu Jul 14 10:06:49 2011
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2011 09:06:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Job Descriptions
In-Reply-To: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDEB4BE57688B@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
References: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDEB4BE57688B@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Message-ID: <WC20110714140649.40001F@tcpclibrary.org>
Hi John
We are a speck on the end of a stick pin, compared to SPL, but we just hired
a new person for our room. Our description was cobbled together using some
things people on the list sent, so it may be a good starting point for you
on deciding what to include.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
Currently Reading:
Face of Deception by Iris Johansen
Currently Playing:
Legend of Zelda: A Link To The Past on the Game Boy
Advance
-----Original Message----From: John LaMont <John.LaMont at spl.org>
To: "'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 13 Jul 2011 17:56:29 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Librarian Job Descriptions
Have any of you hired a genealogy librarian recently or in the not so
distant past? I?m interested in getting copies of job descriptions and
also to know what skills and/or experience were required for the position.
Thanks for your help.
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
I am reading the Collector, by Jack Nisbet.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110714/

af55e6d4/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: GENEALOGIST.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 25088 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110714/
af55e6d4/attachment.doc
From gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com Fri Jul 15 10:23:10 2011
From: gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com (Sharon Thurston)
Date: Fri, 15 Jul 2011 07:23:10 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Mayflower families through five generations
Message-ID: <1310739790.33390.YahooMailNeo@web162002.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
We are looking for the following Mayflower families through five generations?
5,10,12,14,15,16-1 to 3, 17, 20-1 to 3 ,21,22-1 to 3, 23 -1 to 2
If any one has extra copies they can part with please advise.? Thanks
Sharon
gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110715/0d1e0ece/
attachment.html
From afuller at hmcpl.org Sat Jul 16 13:49:35 2011
From: afuller at hmcpl.org (Annewhite Fuller)
Date: Sat, 16 Jul 2011 12:49:35 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Retirement!
Message-ID: <000b01cc43e0$b9efd660$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
I wanted to let you know that the Huntsville-Madison County (Alabama) Public
Library is advertising my position as Manager of the Heritage Room. The job
description is on the Library?s web site www.hmcpl.org
<http://www.hmcpl.org/> along with an online application & directions.
Applications will be taken through July 29, 2011. It is a good place to
work.

After 40 ? years of working here, I have decided that it is time for me to
work on my own genealogy and so am retiring July 29th. :-)
I plan to keep up with this list as a means of continuing education in the
library/genealogy world. I am saving my pennies and I hope to see many of
you at FGS next year in Birmingham.

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager

Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller at hmcpl.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110716/717578ff/
attachment.html
From genbook at gmail.com Sun Jul 17 13:31:46 2011
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sun, 17 Jul 2011 13:31:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 94, Issue 13
In-Reply-To: <mailman.15.1310918416.32332.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.15.1310918416.32332.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVLpSp9w7rofsv_5O3nnEdQR56wrCN3QxaBigT=WPiE1Q@mail.gmail.com>
The retirement bug must be catching. After 34 years here in Rochester, July
28th is my last day. I do plan on staying on the list and watching the world
go by!
Larry
Larry Naukam
Coordinator of Historical Services
Rochester Public Library
after July 28, genbook at gmail.com
[obvious, eh?]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110717/79f400cb/
attachment.html
From lmaehrlein at nygbs.org Sun Jul 17 18:07:07 2011
From: lmaehrlein at nygbs.org (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
Date: Sun, 17 Jul 2011 18:07:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Retirement!
In-Reply-To: <000b01cc43e0$b9efd660$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
References: <000b01cc43e0$b9efd660$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
Message-ID: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA650300A6B97@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Congratulations!! Enjoy!!
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education

The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10036
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org<http://www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org/>
212-755-8532, ext. 211
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite Fuller [afuller at hmcpl.org]
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2011 1:49 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Retirement!
I wanted to let you know that the Huntsville-Madison County (Alabama) Public
Library is advertising my position as Manager of the Heritage Room. The job
description is on the Library?s web site www.hmcpl.org<http://www.hmcpl.org/> along
with an online application & directions. Applications will be taken through July
29, 2011. It is a good place to work.
After 40 ? years of working here, I have decided that it is time for me to work on
my own genealogy and so am retiring July 29th. :)
I plan to keep up with this list as a means of continuing education in the
library/genealogy world. I am saving my pennies and I hope to see many of you at
FGS next year in Birmingham.
Annewhite
Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager
Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller at hmcpl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110717/
b4938507/attachment.html
From lmaehrlein at nygbs.org Sun Jul 17 18:08:04 2011
From: lmaehrlein at nygbs.org (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
Date: Sun, 17 Jul 2011 18:08:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 94, Issue 13
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVLpSp9w7rofsv_5O3nnEdQR56wrCN3QxaBigT=WPiE1Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <mailman.15.1310918416.32332.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>,
<CAKEoNhVLpSp9w7rofsv_5O3nnEdQR56wrCN3QxaBigT=WPiE1Q@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA650300A6B98@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Good for you Larry!! I hope you'll stay active on the list!
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10036
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org<http://www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org/>
212-755-8532, ext. 211
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook [genbook at gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 1:31 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 94, Issue 13
The retirement bug must be catching. After 34 years here in Rochester, July 28th is
my last day. I do plan on staying on the list and watching the world go by!
Larry
Larry Naukam
Coordinator of Historical Services
Rochester Public Library
after July 28, genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>
[obvious, eh?]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110717/18e0439c/
attachment.html
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Mon Jul 18 05:05:54 2011
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2011 10:05:54 +0100
Subject: [Genealib] ROYAL GENEALOGY BOOKS FOLLOWING THE BRITISH ROYAL
WEDDING.
Message-ID: <114F6A9B0BF846F28E65C556813AFFC9@EndUserPC>
Following the British Royal Wedding of Prince William and Catherine Middleton in
London, a new updated edition of GREAT BRITAIN Volume 1 which covers Prince
William's ancestry and vast cousinhood, some of whom live in the United States and
Canada. This volume is the Master Volume of the entire series of 29 volumes:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE

This series of books, published in England, provides an extraordinarily wide
ranging genealogy of noble families across Europe, including descendants who live
in the United States and Canada:

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE publishes 29 volumes, covering all the leading European
Royal Dynasties and their descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out
in inter-connecting royal family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books
cover the reigning monarchies of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the
former monarchies of Europe. They include the British Royal House, now the House
of Windsor, descended from Queen Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart,
Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg,
Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of
Scandinavia, the Benelux, Iberia, Italy and the Balkans, and the former German
Kingdoms. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to related noble and
commoner families, including in the U.S.A.

The details of the new volume are:

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 1
The Descendants of H.M. Queen Victoria
Queen Victoria, the British Monarch who dominated the nineteenth century, has left
an ever expanding family of descendants, including most European continental royal
families, now numbering more than 1500 including spouses, and stretching to eight
generations. This Master Volume extends to 214 pages. 5th Edition.

? P. Arnold, 2011 ISBN 978-0-9569100-0-4

They have also recently published a very thorough set of 9 volumes, which spreads
the net further into the remoter parts of these family networks:

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN
The Descendants of the Stuart Kings.

This series, covering all the descendants of King James I (except for the
descendants of King George I who are covered by the six-volume GREAT BRITAIN
series), descending from 1566 through seventeen generations to the present day 444 years! These include some interesting U.S. families.

Due to the vast size of the work, it has been split into nine-volumes. The Stuart
legitimist line's descent is contained in its entirety in Volume 1. The remaining
volumes have been divided into six substantial lines of descent. Volume 2 covers
the Bourbons of France and Italy and the Habsburgs, together with a massive array
of German, Austrian and Italian noble houses. Volume 3 covers the House of Salm,
the Belgian Houses of Ligne and Cro?, and many Belgian, French, German, Italian and

Spanish noble houses. It is so vast that it is in turn split into A and B volumes.
Volume 4 covers the entire descent of the Belgian Ducal House of Ursel, including a
numerous set of French and Belgian noble houses. Due to its size, it is also split
into two. Volume 5 covers the Spanish and Portuguese royal descendants together
with a galaxy of their own noble houses. Volume 6, uniquely, covers a range of
British noble families, descended from the Marquesses of Lothian. Volume 7 covers
the Degenfeld-Schonburg descendants, with a wide range of German and Austrian
mediatised houses, and related German and Hungarian noble houses.

ALL THE BOOKS INCLUDE FAMILIES NOW RESIDENT IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

See their website for full details of each individual book (press on book title for
description).:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk.

They are essential tools for Genealogists, particularly in researching their
European ancestry. They are supplied to libraries in the U.S, and Canada, and also
in the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and many European countries. They
are also supplied to European royal families, academic libraries, genealogists and
the media.

Other New Titles:

The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA & SAXONY
The genealogy of the Wittelsbach and Wettin dynasties of these two former Kingdoms
are covered from their establishment in 1806 down to the present day. The
Wittelsbach Spanish line and Greek Kingdom are included together with the
Leuchtenberg Dukedom. The future succession of the Saxon House is also detailed.
176 pages.

?P. Arnold 2010

ISBN 978-0-9560158-8-4

The German Kingdoms of W?RTTEMBERG & HANOVER
The genealogy of the W?rttemberg and Guelph dynasties of these two former Kingdoms
are covered from their establishment in 1806 and 1814 respectively, down to the
present day. The W?rttemberg morganatic lines of Teck and Urach are included, with
an explanation of the 1921 succession, and the Boris Johnson connection. The
Hanoverian line after the separation from the British Crown in 1837 is fully

detailed, including the Duchy of Brunswick.

?P. Arnold 2010

214 pages.

ISBN 978-0-9560158-9-1

FULL LIST:

GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The Family of H.M. Queen Victoria.
Volume 2 - The Families of the British Consorts.
Volume 3 - The Descendants of King George III

including the Fitz-Clarence family.

Volume 4 - The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
Volume 5 -

The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 and Index

-

9 volumes

Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,

Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3

-

The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes

Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III,
King of Spain.
Volume 6 Holderness.

The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of

Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The BENELUX MONARCHIES:

The Netherlands

Belgium

Luxembourg

The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES:

Denmark

Sweden

Norway

The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania,
Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.

The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE

The BOURBON

Dynasty

of

FRANCE

The BOURBON

Dynasty

of

SPAIN

The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL

The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA

-

2 volumes

The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY

The German Kingdoms of

W?rttemberg and HANOVER

Enquiries can be sent to royalhouses at uwclub.net

We offer a special discount deal for libraries in the United States and Canada
(Can$ prices on request):
E-mail us for discounted price list for Libraries and order arrangements.

Payment methods:

1. Check in U.S. Dollars payable to P.Arnold;

or

2. Electronic payment to account in England (e-mail us for details); or
3. Credit card payment through website (e-mail us for details); or
4. Payment against invoice sent with books.

Orders should be sent to:

PATRICIA ARNOLD Publisher
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent

ME19 5AD

England.

Tel & Fax: +44 (0)1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net

ANY QUESTIONS?
E-MAIL US !!!
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110718/575c3f89/
attachment.html
From laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net Mon Jul 18 08:55:00 2011
From: laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2011 07:55:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Retirement!
In-Reply-To: <000b01cc43e0$b9efd660$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
References: <000b01cc43e0$b9efd660$5d02010a@hplnet.org>
Message-ID: <330901A62C201D409D8AD283E370988D038DF60F@BE09.exg4.exghost.com>
Congratulations! You will find doing your own family research very rewarding. It
will be interesting to be on the other side of the desk.
Best of luck.
Laurie

Laurie Mahaffey, Deputy Director
Central Texas Library System, Inc.
1005 West 41st Street
Austin, Texas 78756
www.ctls.net
laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net
512-583-0704 x18
800-262-4431 x18
Follow CTLS on Facebook <http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/pages/Central-TexasLibrary-System-Inc/250782341196?ref=ts> & Twitter <http://twitter.com/ctlsinc> !

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite Fuller
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2011 12:50 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Retirement!

I wanted to let you know that the Huntsville-Madison County (Alabama) Public
Library is advertising my position as Manager of the Heritage Room. The job
description is on the Library's web site www.hmcpl.org <http://www.hmcpl.org/>
along with an online application & directions. Applications will be taken through
July 29, 2011. It is a good place to work.

After 40 ? years of working here, I have decided that it is time for me to work on
my own genealogy and so am retiring July 29th. :-)
I plan to keep up with this list as a means of continuing education in the
library/genealogy world. I am saving my pennies and I hope to see many of you at
FGS next year in Birmingham.

Annewhite

Annewhite T. Fuller
Manager

Heritage Room
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
PO Box 443
Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969
256.532.5997(fax)
afuller at hmcpl.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110718/46a2076d/
attachment.html
From laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net Mon Jul 18 09:13:51 2011
From: laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2011 08:13:51 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 94, Issue 13
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVLpSp9w7rofsv_5O3nnEdQR56wrCN3QxaBigT=WPiE1Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <mailman.15.1310918416.32332.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<CAKEoNhVLpSp9w7rofsv_5O3nnEdQR56wrCN3QxaBigT=WPiE1Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <330901A62C201D409D8AD283E370988D038DF61E@BE09.exg4.exghost.com>
Congratulations! We will all miss your postings & insights.
Best of luck.
Laurie

Laurie Mahaffey, Deputy Director
Central Texas Library System, Inc.
1005 West 41st Street
Austin, Texas 78756
www.ctls.net
laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net
512-583-0704 x18
800-262-4431 x18
Follow CTLS on Facebook
<http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/pages/Central-Texas-Library-System-I
nc/250782341196?ref=ts> & Twitter <http://twitter.com/ctlsinc> !

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 12:32 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 94, Issue 13

The retirement bug must be catching. After 34 years here in Rochester,
July 28th is my last day. I do plan on staying on the list and watching
the world go by!
Larry
Larry Naukam
Coordinator of Historical Services
Rochester Public Library
after July 28, genbook at gmail.com
[obvious, eh?]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110718/21379500/
attachment.html
From gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com Mon Jul 18 09:59:58 2011
From: gladwingenealogy at yahoo.com (Sharon Thurston)
Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2011 06:59:58 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Michigan History magazine hardbound copies
Message-ID: <1310997598.86111.YahooMailNeo@web162010.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
We are looking for Michigan History magazine hardbound copies? Volume?
12,22,32,35,36,37,38,39,49,57,58,59
?
If anyone has extra copies , would they please contact me @gladwingenealogy at
yahoo.com
?
Thanks,
Sharon Thurston
Gladwin County District Library
Gladwin County Genealogical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110718/699be585/
attachment.html
From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Jul 18 11:11:15 2011
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2011 10:11:15 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 94, Issue 13
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVLpSp9w7rofsv_5O3nnEdQR56wrCN3QxaBigT=WPiE1Q@mail.gmail.com>

References: <mailman.15.1310918416.32332.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<CAKEoNhVLpSp9w7rofsv_5O3nnEdQR56wrCN3QxaBigT=WPiE1Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4E2406B5.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Best wishes, Larry! Glad to see you'll stay "connected".
posts.

I enjoy reading your

Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com> 7/17/2011 12:31 PM >>>
The retirement bug must be catching. After 34 years here in Rochester, July
28th is my last day. I do plan on staying on the list and watching the world
go by!
Larry
Larry Naukam
Coordinator of Historical Services
Rochester Public Library
after July 28, genbook at gmail.com
[obvious, eh?]
From hhgeo at rcls.org Mon Jul 18 11:27:26 2011
From: hhgeo at rcls.org (Heather Henricksen-Georghiou - NFL)
Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2011 11:27:26 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Retirement!
Message-ID: <5bbd710f$39c5dbce$4bd582ac$@com>
To All Retirees:
All the best and enjoy....Happy searching!!
Heather H. Georghiou
Newburgh Free Library
Local History Room
124 Grand St.
Newburgh, NY 12550
hhgeo at rcls.org
---------------------------------------From: "Lauren A. Maehrlein" <lmaehrlein at nygbs.org>
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 6:09 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Retirement!
Congratulations!! Enjoy!!
Lauren Maehrlein, MA Director of Education The New
York Genealogical & Biographical Society 36 West 44th Street, 7th Floor New York,
NY 10036 www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org 212-755-8532, ext. 211

---------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annewhite Fuller [afuller at hmcpl.org]
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2011 1:49 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Retirement!
I wanted to let you know that the Huntsville-Madison County (Alabama) Public
Library is advertising my position as Manager of the Heritage Room. The job
description is on the Library's web site www.hmcpl.org along with an online
application & directions. Applications will be taken through July 29, 2011. It is
a good place to work.
After 40 ? years of working here, I have decided that it is
time for me to work on my own genealogy and so am retiring July 29th. J I plan to
keep up with this list as a means of continuing education in the library/genealogy
world. I am saving my pennies and I hope to see many of you at FGS next year in
Birmingham.
Annewhite
Annewhite T. Fuller Manager Heritage Room HuntsvilleMadison County Public Library PO Box 443 Huntsville, Alabama 35804-0443
256.532.5969 256.532.5997(fax) afuller at hmcpl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From ltopea922 at gmail.com Mon Jul 18 13:25:11 2011
From: ltopea922 at gmail.com (Laurel Tope)
Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2011 13:25:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Is there any genealogy librarian jobs that anyone knows
about?
Message-ID: <CADjr+c4OBfOG0Emp+4c8oYW516wy8hu3BL4GCdiMdsit8nQE=A@mail.gmail.com>
If so could you please send them my way.

Thanks, Laurel

Ltopea922 at gmail.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110718/
ff3d19f6/attachment.html
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Tue Jul 19 11:03:51 2011
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marjorie Bardeen)
Date: Tue, 19 Jul 2011 11:03:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] City and County Directories Digitized
Message-ID: <000001cc4625$12cd23f0$38676bd0$@bardeen@lancasterhistory.org>

LancasterHistory.org, Lancaster County's Historical Society and
President James Buchanan's Wheatland is pleased to announce the completion
of Phase Two of their project to digitized historic city and county
directories for Lancaster County, Pa. Phase One digitized the years
1843-1900 and Phase Two continues with the digitization of volumes for
1901-1914. We expect the Third and final phase which covers 1915 - 1923 to
be completed in 2012.

This directories project expands the digital resources of the
organization which already includes the newspapers The Columbia Spy

(1830-1889), The Examiner and Herald (1834-1872), New Holland Clarion
(1873-1950) and The Lancaster Farmer (1869-1884). These resources may be
accessed at <http://www.LancasterHistory.org/collections>
www.LancasterHistory.org/collections

The project has been funded with federal Library Services and
Technology Act (LSTA) funds administered by the Office of Commonwealth
Libraries.

Marjorie R. Bardeen
Interim Director of Library Services
<http://www.lancasterhistory.org/> cid:image001.gif at 01C9DFA7.313DDC80
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, Pa 17603
(717)-392-4633 ex. 102
<http://www.lancasterhistory.org/> www.lancasterhistory.org
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From gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us Wed Jul 20 16:24:17 2011
From: gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us (Gwendolyn Mayer)
Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2011 16:24:17 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] call slips
Message-ID: <1906233731.1130821311193457149.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
Colleagues, Friends-I am tasked with designing a "call slip" and would appreciate seeing a variety of
what is out there. Can you all send me your template please, and thanks.
Gwendolyn Mayer
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society

96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236
330-653-6658 EXT. 1017
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From glasgowe at wtcpl.org Mon Jul 25 14:58:56 2011
From: glasgowe at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 14:58:56 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
Message-ID: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A7E23FB@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

Has anyone gone about reporting an error to Ancestry? I've noticed that
they've placed Youngstown, Ohio in Trumbull County, when in fact it is
in Mahoning County...
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130
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From lmaehrlein at nygbs.org Mon Jul 25 15:01:41 2011
From: lmaehrlein at nygbs.org (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 15:01:41 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
In-Reply-To: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A7E23FB@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A7E23FB@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA65030087B41@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>

Years ago our librarians tried several times to correct a bad citation (directing
people to our Record, when the info can from somewhere else) and it was never
fixed.
We haven't tried lately - we just point people to the correct source when they ask
why they can't find the record as indicated by Ancestry.
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 2:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
Has anyone gone about reporting an error to Ancestry? I've noticed that they've
placed Youngstown, Ohio in Trumbull County, when in fact it is in Mahoning
County...
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130
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From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Jul 25 15:29:36 2011
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 14:29:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Magazine Article Needed
Message-ID: <4E2D7DAD.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
List, I need an article from the March/April 2010 issue of Ancestry Magazine. It's
called "Project: Census", by Mary Penner, pp. 44-47. If some could send me a copy,

I'd be most grateful!
Thank you,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
From taneya at gmail.com Mon Jul 25 15:33:51 2011
From: taneya at gmail.com (Taneya)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 14:33:51 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Magazine Article Needed
In-Reply-To: <4E2D7DAD.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <4E2D7DAD.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <CAJcBF=yrWhw_NXLhNE9Nvy1Y_qhGL-xVaYknUFw8EXpsAaY8rg@mail.gmail.com>
If an electronic version will work for you the archive of the magazine is
available online at Google Books http://books.google.com/books/serial/ISSN:1075475X?
rview=1&rview=1&source=gbs_navlinks_s
.
-Taneya Y. Koonce, MSLS, MPH
-Connect with me on Google Plus - gplus.to/taneya
USGenWeb Volunteer for TNGenWeb, NCGenWeb, & FLGenWeb
"She is insane of course. The family history has become a mania for her." -Hercule Poirot
On Mon, Jul 25, 2011 at 2:29 PM, Nancy Maxwell
<Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>wrote:
> List, I need an article from the March/April 2010 issue of Ancestry
> Magazine. It's called "Project: Census", by Mary Penner, pp. 44-47. If some
> could send me a copy, I'd be most grateful!
>
> Thank you,
>
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> Grapevine Public Library
> 1201 Municipal Way
> Grapevine, TX 76051
> Voice: 817-410-3429
> Fax: 817-410-3084
> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
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From infodoc at ddowell.com Mon Jul 25 15:47:55 2011
From: infodoc at ddowell.com (infodoc at ddowell.com)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 19:47:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
Message-ID: <W23166842547261311623275@webmail19>
What time period are you talking about?
"Mahoning Countywas formed on March 1, 1846; the 83rd county in Ohio. Until 1846,
the area that is now Mahoning County was part of Trumbull and Columbiana counties"
http://www.mahoningcountyoh.gov/OldSiteNavigationStartsHere/WhoWeAre/History/
tabid/704/Default.aspx

Dave Dowell in Morro Bay, CA
http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Glasgow [mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 02:58 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
p.MsoNormal {margin-left:18.75pt;}Has anyone goneabout reporting an error to
Ancestry? I?ve noticed that they?veplaced Youngstown, Ohioin TrumbullCounty,when in
fact it is in MahoningCounty?
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130
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From jbacus at ancestry.com Mon Jul 25 15:50:48 2011
From: jbacus at ancestry.com (John Bacus)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 19:50:48 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull

In-Reply-To: <3BDCC00B-E63C-4C7D-A6BA-66F450AC76D0@q.com>
References: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA65030087B41@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
<3BDCC00B-E63C-4C7D-A6BA-66F450AC76D0@q.com>
Message-ID: <69D8A833DDF0B64BBB2D31DBDB88A99E4F7A2466@PREXMB01.myfamily.int>
Hi. This problem occasionally pops up when cities and/or townships in a state have
the same name, or a city changes county. Youngstown was part of Trumbull County in
the early 1800s, and it appears some of the city was still in Trumbull county
according to some enumerators in 1930. This resulted in Mahoning Youngstown being
suppressed.
Anyways, I?ve put in a request to have Youngstown, Mahoning, Ohio, USA added to the
suggestions. You are welcome to email me directly other large city omissions (but
please don?t publish my email outside this list).
The list of suggestions isn?t
intended to be exhaustive, but it certainly should have a place as large as
Youngstown, Mahoning.
In the interim, I can suggest the following search strategy when the place
suggestions don?t match up with what you or your patron is expecting:
1)

Go to advanced search

2)
Type the county name in the location field (incl. the word county) and
select it from the suggestions (e.g., begin typing ?Mahoning County, Ohio? without
quotes)
3)
Click the link under the location field and ?restrict to this place
exactly?
4)

Put ?Youngstown? in the keyword field and check the exact box

Here?s an example search where I do this
http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?
gl=ROOT_CATEGORY&rank=1&new=1&so=3&MSAV=1&msT=1&gss=ms_r_f2_s&gsfn=Joe&gsln=Blue&msrpn__ftp=Mahoning%2C+Ohio%2C+USA&msrpn=1874&msrpn_PInfo=7%7C0%7C1652393%7C0%7C2%7C3247%7C38%7C0%7C1874%7C0%7C0%7C&msrpn_x=XO&msrpn__ftp_x=1&
gskw=Youngstown&gskw_x=1&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&uidh=1ig&cp=0
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 2:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
Has anyone gone about reporting an error to Ancestry? I?ve noticed that they?ve
placed Youngstown, Ohio in Trumbull County, when in fact it is in Mahoning County?
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW

Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From jschultz at mymcpl.org Mon Jul 25 16:01:12 2011
From: jschultz at mymcpl.org (Janice Schultz)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 15:01:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] free book
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B4E29289@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
There are some copies of Marriage and Death Notices Caddo Parish,
Louisiana and Environs 1943-1871, by Juanita Cawthon, available to
libraries through Lise Taylor, Shreve Memorial Library Genealogy
Department, 1212 Capt. Shreve Dr., Shreveport, LA 71105
[ltaylor at shreve-lib.org] Ms. Taylor will send you a free copy if you
contact her.

Visit the Midwest Genealogy Center's Roots of a Nation exhibit July
9-August 21, 2011. These are unique, rarely seen artifactsf from the
birth of our nation. For more information on this free exhibit, visit
http://www.mymcpl.org/genealogy/roots-nation

Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee's Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org <http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
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From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Jul 25 16:53:55 2011
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 15:53:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Magazine Article Needed
In-Reply-To: <CAJcBF=yrWhw_NXLhNE9Nvy1Y_qhGL-xVaYknUFw8EXpsAaY8rg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <4E2D7DAD.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
<CAJcBF=yrWhw_NXLhNE9Nvy1Y_qhGL-xVaYknUFw8EXpsAaY8rg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4E2D916F.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Taneya, I did see that article (found it while prepping for my program) but there's
no way to get a copy of it from the site. What I need is a faxed or scanned copy...
Thanks for replying!
Nancy
>>> Taneya <taneya at gmail.com> 7/25/2011 2:33 PM >>>
If an electronic version will work for you the archive of the magazine is
available online at Google Books http://books.google.com/books/serial/ISSN:1075475X?
rview=1&rview=1&source=gbs_navlinks_s
.
-Taneya Y. Koonce, MSLS, MPH
-Connect with me on Google Plus - gplus.to/taneya
USGenWeb Volunteer for TNGenWeb, NCGenWeb, & FLGenWeb
"She is insane of course. The family history has become a mania for her." -Hercule Poirot
On Mon, Jul 25, 2011 at 2:29 PM, Nancy Maxwell
<Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

List, I need an article from the March/April 2010 issue of Ancestry
Magazine. It's called "Project: Census", by Mary Penner, pp. 44-47. If some
could send me a copy, I'd be most grateful!
Thank you,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way

>
>
>
>

Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Jul 25 17:41:43 2011
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 16:41:43 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry article coming
Message-ID: <4E2D9CA3.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Just to let the List know that someone has responded to my request for the 2010
Ancestry Magazine article on the census.
Nancy
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Tue Jul 26 06:56:54 2011
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Johnson Crow)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 06:56:54 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians Day at FGS in Springfield, IL
Message-ID: <90252E63-9A89-4B5B-B5B2-C4897157F5C6@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
The Federation of Genealogical Societies along with co-host the Illinois State
Genealogical Society invites librarians to attend the annual conference Librarians'
Day, Tuesday, 6 September 2011.
Designed for librarians, archivists, and other information professionals serving
family history researchers, Librarians' Day for FGS/ISGS 2011 features an exciting
lineup:
8:30am - 9:15am: Registration
9:15am - 9:30am: Welcome
9:30am - 10:30am: Audrey Collins - The National Archives of the United Kingdom
10:45am - 11:45am: Curt Witcher - Digital Lincoln: The Lincoln Financial Foundation
Collection at the Allen County (IN) Public Library
12:00pm - 1:30pm: Lunch
1:45pm - 2:45pm: Tim Pinnick - Using the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library's
Newspaper Collection to Assist Your African American Clientele
3:00pm - 4:30pm: Panel Discussion - Join representatives from the Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library Historical Collection, the Newspaper Microfilm Collection, the
Illinois State Archives, and the Illinois State Historical Society presenting the
best and unique about their specific collections.
Tickets: $10 (includes sessions and lunch)
Space is limited, so register soon.
http://www.fgs.org/2011conference/librariansday/
We look forward to seeing you in Springfield!
=====
Amy Johnson Crow, CG,
FGS/ISGS 2011 Volunteer,
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From glasgowe at wtcpl.org Tue Jul 26 09:45:39 2011
From: glasgowe at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 09:45:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
In-Reply-To: <W23166842547261311623275@webmail19>
References: <W23166842547261311623275@webmail19>
Message-ID: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A7E23FD@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
I wondered about that, but any records attributed to Trumbull County
after 1846 would be incorrect.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
infodoc at ddowell.com
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 3:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull

What time period are you talking about?
"Mahoning County was formed on March 1, 1846; the 83rd county in Ohio.
Until 1846, the area that is now Mahoning County was part of Trumbull
and Columbiana counties"
<http://www.mahoningcountyoh.gov/OldSiteNavigationStartsHere/WhoWeAre/Hi
story/tabid/704/Default.aspx>
http://www.mahoningcountyoh.gov/OldSiteNavigationStartsHere/WhoWeAre/His
tory/tabid/704/Default.aspx

Dave Dowell in Morro Bay, CA
http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf

-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Glasgow [mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 02:58 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull

Has anyone gone about reporting an error to Ancestry? I?ve noticed that
they?ve placed Youngstown, Ohio in Trumbull County, when in fact it is
in Mahoning County?
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130
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From glasgowe at wtcpl.org Tue Jul 26 09:47:35 2011
From: glasgowe at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 09:47:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
In-Reply-To: <69D8A833DDF0B64BBB2D31DBDB88A99E4F7A2466@PREXMB01.myfamily.int>
References: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA65030087B41@NYGBSEX1.nygbs.local><3BDCC00B-E63C-4C7D-A6BA-66F450AC76D0@q.com>
<69D8A833DDF0B64BBB2D31DBDB88A99E4F7A2466@PREXMB01.myfamily.int>
Message-ID: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A7E23FE@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Thanks!

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of John Bacus
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 3:51 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull

Hi. This problem occasionally pops up when cities and/or townships in a
state have the same name, or a city changes county. Youngstown was part
of Trumbull County in the early 1800s, and it appears some of the city
was still in Trumbull county according to some enumerators in 1930.
This resulted in Mahoning Youngstown being suppressed.

Anyways, I've put in a request to have Youngstown, Mahoning, Ohio, USA
added to the suggestions. You are welcome to email me directly other
large city omissions (but please don't publish my email outside this
list).
The list of suggestions isn't intended to be exhaustive, but it
certainly should have a place as large as Youngstown, Mahoning.

In the interim, I can suggest the following search strategy when the
place suggestions don't match up with what you or your patron is
expecting:

1)

Go to advanced search

2)
Type the county name in the location field (incl. the word
county) and select it from the suggestions (e.g., begin typing "Mahoning
County, Ohio" without quotes)
3)
Click the link under the location field and "restrict to this
place exactly"
4)

Put "Youngstown" in the keyword field and check the exact box

Here's an example search where I do this

http://search.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?gl=ROOT_CATEGORY&rank=1&new=1
&so=3&MSAV=1&msT=1&gss=ms_r_f-2_s&gsfn=Joe&gsln=Blue&msrpn__ftp=Mahoning
%2C+Ohio%2C+USA&msrpn=1874&msrpn_PInfo=7-%7C0%7C1652393%7C0%7C2%7C3247%7
C38%7C0%7C1874%7C0%7C0%7C&msrpn_x=XO&msrpn__ftp_x=1&gskw=Youngstown&gskw
_x=1&cpxt=0&catBucket=rstp&uidh=1ig&cp=0

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth
Glasgow
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 2:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull

Has anyone gone about reporting an error to Ancestry? I've
noticed that they've placed Youngstown, Ohio in Trumbull County, when in
fact it is in Mahoning County...
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Tue Jul 26 10:22:46 2011
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Crow)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 10:22:46 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Correction/addition to Librarians Day at FGS
Message-ID: <21559.66.213.18.2.1311690166.squirrel@mail.tigertech.net>
The earlier announcement regarding Librarians Day at the Federation of

Genealogical Societies conference regretfully omitted ProQuest's
sponsorship of the event. We sincerely apologize for this omission.
In addition, Bill Forsyth of ProQuest will the speaker at the Librarians
Day luncheon.
FGS is very pleased to have ProQuest as a sponsor and Mr. Forsyth as a
speaker.
For more information and to register for Librarians Day, Tuesday, 6
September 2011, please visit www.fgs.org/2011conference/librariansday
We look forward to seeing everyone there!
=====
Amy Johnson Crow, CG
FGS/ISGS 2011 Volunteer
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
From blackminers at yahoo.com Tue Jul 26 10:23:05 2011
From: blackminers at yahoo.com (Timothy Nathan Pinnick)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 07:23:05 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] More on Librarians Day
Message-ID: <1311690185.36680.YahooMailClassic@web120522.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Librarians Day in Springfield, Illinois, is shaping up to be a worthwhile event
once again.? The librarians in attendance at past events appear to greatly enjoy
the unique opportunity to network and expand their knowledge base, and the
committee gets many positive responses from them.
?
This year we have created a Facebook page to help raise awareness and compliment
information provided through the FGS conference blog.? A few pictures from
Librarians Day 2010 in Knoxville, Tennessee, are on the site and if you have any
taken at previous events feel free to post them.? Also, we would love to have prior
attendees post a few words about their experiences at a past Librarians Day.? If
you registered for this year?s event, let everyone know that you are on your way by
giving a shout out on the page.
?
Facebook page:
http://www.facebook.com/update_security_info.php?wizard=1#!/pages/Librarians-Day2011/132833130137241
?
There is a slight correction to the earlier post made by Amy, and it is in regard
to the panel discussion.? In a late schedule change, a representative from the
Illinois State Historical Society will not be among the panelists.? Added to the
panel is a member of the Special Collections staff at the Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library.
?
In addition to Librarians Day, you will find an exceptional roster of speakers and
topics at the FGS conference.? Folks can register for just a single day if time or
finances are an issue.? A registration link can be found at the Facebook page, and
for a look at the conference program go to:
http://www.fgs.org/2011conference/program/
?
And finally, mark your calendars.? Librarians Day 2012 will be in Birmingham,
Alabama, the last week of August.?
?
=====
?

Tim Pinnick
Librarians Day 2011 Committee Member
North Aurora, Illinois
?
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From librarytraveler at gmail.com Tue Jul 26 12:42:04 2011
From: librarytraveler at gmail.com (Harold Henderson)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 11:42:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] La Porte County Indiana resources
Message-ID: <CABPpKTjXbF0cKep-fq9GZOhskOa9QLmLigGsJWhZ99whSHGv-w@mail.gmail.com>
Two new genealogy reference books are now available for La Porte County,
Indiana: *In Court In La Porte*, an every-name index to the earliest (1830s)
court records; and *La Porte County Commitments . . . 1848-1920*,
abstractions of commitments to a variety of institutions, from court
records. Additional information at midwesternmicrohistory.blogspot.com.
-Harold Henderson
Research and Writing from NW Indiana
Professional genealogy in and around Chicago -- Rockford to Fort Wayne,
Muskegon to Indianapolis
midwesternmicrohistory.blogspot.com
midwestroots.net
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From RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org Tue Jul 26 14:23:47 2011
From: RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org (Ruth Kilgallon)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 14:23:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
Anyone know of any "how to" workshops on basic genealogy that are offered or
may be offered in South Carolina. Or someone who teaches this in South
Carolina. We have a grant that is to be used to train staff, not familiar
with Genealogy, how to put on workshops and instruct the basics of genealogy
to teenagers. Or if anyone has a workshop geared to teenagers and would be
willing to share. Please email me off list. Thanks.
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX

"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the
unpleasant, cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable."
Moshe Waldoks
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From jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us Tue Jul 26 14:39:32 2011
From: jdaugher at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 14:39:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
References: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184D315671441@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
I don't know of any workshops, but there is a comic book that is geared toward the
younger crowd. "Hunting for Your Heritage" is put out by the National Genealogical
Society. I have given them out to all ages and they are usually pretty popular.
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/comic
Jennifer Daugherty
Local and State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727 ext. 309
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ruth Kilgallon [RKilgallon at
florencelibrary.org]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:23 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
Anyone know of any "how to" workshops on basic genealogy that are offered or may be
offered in South Carolina. Or someone who teaches this in South Carolina. We have a
grant that is to be used to train staff, not familiar with Genealogy, how to put on
workshops and instruct the basics of genealogy to teenagers. Or if anyone has a
workshop geared to teenagers and would be willing to share. Please email me off
list. Thanks.
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the unpleasant,
cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable." Moshe Waldoks
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From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Tue Jul 26 14:54:45 2011
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 13:54:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
References: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <95EF9A78AF2C4975BBAE87E1AE52664F@TreviaBeverlyPC>
A pretty specific order. Sorry I'm not there or I would be offering. However, I
feel that any of us who teach genealogy should be able to adapt to that
specifically. I suggest you try the Association for Professional Genealogists
(APG) at http://www.apgen.org/ Do your search by Location (South Carolina) and a
couple of the others. Read them all and see if someone does not sound like a
possibility ... even if they do not list teaching specifically.
Good luck!
~ Trevia
Tejas Publications & Research
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
713.864-6862
Association of Professional Genealogists - http://www.apgen.org/
Texas Genealogy Conference - http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy/genealogy.html
Harris County Historical Commission (1995- )
"The Constitution is not an instrument for the government to restrain the people;
it is an instrument for the people to restrain the government - lest it come to
dominate our lives and interests". - Patrick Henry ----- Original Message ----From: Ruth Kilgallon
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 1:23 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
Anyone know of any "how to" workshops on basic genealogy that are offered or may
be offered in South Carolina. Or someone who teaches this in South Carolina. We
have a grant that is to be used to train staff, not familiar with Genealogy, how to
put on workshops and instruct the basics of genealogy to teenagers. Or if anyone
has a workshop geared to teenagers and would be willing to share. Please email me
off list. Thanks.
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the
unpleasant, cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable." Moshe

Waldoks

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
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From harrisonkim at q.com Tue Jul 26 15:07:16 2011
From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 15:07:16 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
In-Reply-To: <95EF9A78AF2C4975BBAE87E1AE52664F@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Message-ID:
<1048028848.1589799.1311707236237.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

I can highly suggest George Morgan who work libraries and librarians from teaching
staff on how to use all the databases available to methodology questions.? George
is a gifted writer and speaker and I had him speak at Librarian's Day for ALA.? If
you need his contact info...dash me a note off line and I will provide it.?
kharrison at ancestry.com .? George is probably also listed in the APG Directory as
well.

Kim Harrison

----- Original Message ----From: "treviawbeverly" <treviawbeverly at comcast.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 12:54:45 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
A pretty specific order.? Sorry I'm not there or I would be offering.??However, I
feel that any of us who teach genealogy should be able to adapt to that
specifically.? I suggest you try the Association for Professional Genealogists
(APG) at http://www.apgen.org/ ? Do your search by Location (South Carolina) and a
couple of the others.? Read them all and see if someone does not sound like a
possibility ... even if they do not list teaching specifically.
?
Good luck!
?

~ Trevia
Tejas Publications & Research
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
713.864-6862
Association of Professional Genealogists - http://www.apgen.org/
Texas Genealogy Conference - http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy/genealogy.html
Harris County Historical Commission (1995- )
?
?The Constitution is not an instrument for the government to restrain the people;
it is an instrument for the people to restrain the government - lest it come to
dominate our lives and interests?. - Patrick Henry ----- Original Message ----From: Ruth Kilgallon
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 1:23 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
Anyone know of any "how to" workshops on basic genealogy that are offered or may be
offered in South Carolina. Or someone who teaches this in South Carolina. We have a
grant that is to be used to train staff, not familiar with Genealogy, how to put on
workshops and instruct the basics of genealogy to teenagers. Or if anyone has a
workshop geared to teenagers and would be willing to share. Please email me off
list. Thanks.
?
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library?Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the unpleasant,
cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable." Moshe Waldoks
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From execdir at genpa.org Tue Jul 26 16:33:31 2011
From: execdir at genpa.org (Joyce Homan)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 16:33:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
References: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <002b01cc4bd3$56c49c10$2d01a8c0@JoyceComputer>
Ruth:
We are actually in the second summer of a pilot program with the National
Archives here, and are working with high school students to teach them to do
genealogy research.
It's been really amazing so far and would be happy to
share our curriculum/ideas with you or anyone else who might be interested.
I'll send you an email off-list, but if anyone else is interested, feel free
to email me off-list too.

Thanks!

Joyce Homan
Associate Director
The Genealogical Society of Pennsylvania
2207 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-545-0391
http://www.genpa.org/
execdir at genpa.org
_____
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ruth Kilgallon
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:24 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students

Anyone know of any "how to" workshops on basic genealogy that are offered or
may be offered in South Carolina. Or someone who teaches this in South
Carolina. We have a grant that is to be used to train staff, not familiar
with Genealogy, how to put on workshops and instruct the basics of genealogy
to teenagers. Or if anyone has a workshop geared to teenagers and would be
willing to share. Please email me off list. Thanks.
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line

843-413-7091- FAX
"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the
unpleasant, cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable."
Moshe Waldoks
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From pmlofft at comcast.net Tue Jul 26 17:10:42 2011
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick M. Lofft)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 14:10:42 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
References: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <002a01cc4bd8$7c1f31a0$745d94e0$@comcast.net>
Ruth et al,

I heartily recommend the very comfortably low tech (aka no computers) "Ask
Granny"C workshops developed by Judy Russell and Greg Crane, long-time
members of the Clarke-Oconee (GA)
Genealogical Society."
https://sites.google.com/site/askgranny2010/ ; Ask.granny.us at gmail.com
While their web site focuses on seniors, they have also developed a modified
version for teens to "Ask Granny"C.
They will gladly send their packet upon your request.

Patrick, editor, Roots Tracer, http://l-ags.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ruth Kilgallon
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 11:24 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students

Anyone know of any "how to" workshops on basic genealogy that are offered or
may be offered in South Carolina. Or someone who teaches this in South
Carolina. We have a grant that is to be used to train staff, not familiar
with Genealogy, how to put on workshops and instruct the basics of genealogy
to teenagers. Or if anyone has a workshop geared to teenagers and would be
willing to share. Please email me off list. Thanks.

Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the
unpleasant, cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable."
Moshe Waldoks
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From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Tue Jul 26 17:42:42 2011
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 21:42:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
Message-ID: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
Dear all,
A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I'm familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that's it. Does anyone have any
other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to
my patron?
Thanks to all for your assistance.
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From sharonf_corey at yahoo.com Tue Jul 26 18:01:00 2011
From: sharonf_corey at yahoo.com (Sharon F. Corey)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 15:01:00 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
References: <WorldClient-F201107261423.AA23471585@florencelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <1311717660.2692.YahooMailNeo@web38007.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
In the Darlington County, SC?area, I would suggest the best and that is John L.
Andrews,

1st Vice President of the Old Darlington District Chapter, South Carolina
Genealogical Society.
Johnny is a school teacher, so he may not have the time in which case I would
suggest the options below.
?
National Genealogical Society has an on-line self-paced course that is Free to NGS
Members at
Learning Opportunities
?
And Cyndi's List has numerous guides at
How To: Tutorials & Guides
How To
Beginners Guides, Hints & Tips
Sharon F. Corey
"I have lost all sense of home,
having moved about so much.
It means to me now only that
place where the books are kept."
????????????????????? - John Steinbeck
From: Ruth Kilgallon <RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:23 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students
Anyone know of any "how to" workshops on basic genealogy that are offered or may be
offered in South Carolina. Or someone who teaches this in South Carolina. We have a
grant that is to be used to train staff, not familiar with Genealogy, how to put on
workshops and instruct the basics of genealogy to teenagers. Or if anyone has a
workshop geared to teenagers and would be willing to share. Please email me off
list. Thanks.
?
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library?Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the unpleasant,
cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable." Moshe Waldoks
_______________________________________________
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From pmlofft at comcast.net Tue Jul 26 18:01:24 2011
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick M. Lofft)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 15:01:24 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <004e01cc4bdf$9702e000$c508a000$@comcast.net>
Depending on the patron's level of interest, I heartily recommend The Master
Genealogist (TMG).

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:43 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

Dear all,

A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I'm familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that's it. Does anyone
have any other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I
could pass on to my patron?

Thanks to all for your assistance.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
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From cynthiajones1957 at yahoo.com

Tue Jul 26 18:16:31 2011

From: cynthiajones1957 at yahoo.com (cynthia jones)
Date: Tue, 26 Jul 2011 15:16:31 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Jr High and High School Genealogy Curriculum
Message-ID: <1311718591.92704.YahooMailClassic@web39504.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Does anyone have any Elementary, Jr High?or High School Genealogy Curriculum?
Cynthia
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dfiskehiker at yahoo.com Wed Jul 27 09:09:13 2011
From: dfiskehiker at yahoo.com (Dave Fiske)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 06:09:13 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <1311772153.41229.YahooMailNeo@web161018.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
I just bought Family Tree Heritage through Amazon for about $18.
Despite the bargain price, it seems to be packed with features, including
lots of capability to create slideshows and presentations that can be
put on a Web site or CD/DVD for sharing information with
non-genealogists. I have only barely used the program, but the
online reviews on Amazon were pretty favorable.
?
David Fiske
From: Lynette Jones <Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com>
To: "'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:42 PM
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
Dear all,
A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project.? I?m familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that?s it.? Does anyone have any
other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to
my patron?
Thanks to all for your assistance.
?
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX? 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
?
?
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From infodoc at ddowell.com Wed Jul 27 09:29:25 2011
From: infodoc at ddowell.com (infodoc at ddowell.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 13:29:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
Message-ID: <W7294728463146101311773365@webmail14>
Many objective observers rate Legacy and RootsMagic as the pick of the litter of
Windows based genealogy programs.Personally I have used RootsMagic for years and
have it installed on the computers in the lab where I teach genealogy research.
Both of these programs have free versions that can be downloaded and test driven to
see how they feel. Of course the more advanced features such as publishing complex
reports are only available in the paid versions. However, the cost for them is only
about $30.
Dave Dowell
http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf
-----Original Message----From: Dave Fiske [mailto:dfiskehiker at yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 09:09 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
I just bought Family Tree Heritage through Amazon for about $18.
Despite the bargain price, it seems to be packed with features, including
lots of capability to create slideshows and presentations that can be
put on a Web site or CD/DVD for sharing information with
non-genealogists. I have only barely used the program, but the
online reviews on Amazon were pretty favorable.
David Fiske

From: Lynette Jones <Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com>
To: "'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:42 PM
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
Dear all,
A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I?m familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that?s it. Does anyone have any
other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to
my patron?
Thanks to all for your assistance.
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/2c901e28/
attachment.html
From vshelton at mclib.net Wed Jul 27 09:39:22 2011
From: vshelton at mclib.net (Vonnie)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 08:39:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull
References: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A7E23FB@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <DF0D59A81EDD4358BEDD6DC063451D94@D1MBNWG1>
I reported to Ancestry that the McCracken County Kentucky marriage records were
mistakenly listed as Madison County, Kentucky, but I did not receive a reply and
the corrections were never made.
Vonnie Shelton
Local and Family History Librarian
McCracken County Public Library
555 Washington Street
Paducah, KY 42003
270-442-2510 Ex 124
vshelton at mclib.net
----- Original Message ----From: Elizabeth Glasgow
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 1:58 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Mahoning/Trumbull

Has anyone gone about reporting an error to Ancestry? I've noticed that they've
placed Youngstown, Ohio in Trumbull County, when in fact it is in Mahoning County.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, ext. 130

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/7bac86ee/
attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 145 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/7bac86ee/
attachment.gif
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Wed Jul 27 09:48:07 2011
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 09:48:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <004e01cc4bdf$9702e000$c508a000$@comcast.net>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>,
<004e01cc4bdf$9702e000$c508a000$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <4E2FDED7.16560.2431997E@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
TMG is great. I use it myself. But I wouldn't recommend it anyone who isn't
very comfortable with computers and has a good head for details. It's very
powerful, but the nature of some powerful programs is that they can be quite
complicated and too much for computer novices.
Bill Teschek
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
-------------------------------------------------On 26 Jul 2011, Patrick M. Lofft wrote:
Depending on the patron?s level of interest, I heartily recommend The
Master Genealogist (TMG).
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:43 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

Dear all,

A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her
family history project. I?m familiar with Family Tree Maker, but
that?s it. Does anyone have any other suggestions, or any
comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to my
patron?

Thanks to all for your assistance.

From bhill at rbhayes.org Wed Jul 27 09:58:20 2011
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 09:58:20 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <006701cc4c65$3e951fb0$bbbf5f10$@org>
I agree with Dave Dowell re: RootsMagic. This is a great inexpensive
program that I recommend to my patrons and give classes on. Lots of great
features and easy to share data with other relatives and programs. It also
has a free version to download that is not bad, but I prefer the full
version.
http://rootsmagic.com/

http://rootsmagic.com/Essentials/

Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420

419.332.2081 ext. 231
bhill at rbhayes.org
www.rbhayes.org
419.332.4952 (fax)

Rutherford B. Hayes Center Library is open Tuesday - Saturdays, 9 to 5,
closed Mondays due to State of Ohio cutbacks

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:43 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

Dear all,

A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I'm familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that's it. Does anyone
have any other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I
could pass on to my patron?

Thanks to all for your assistance.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/
e6d2ed39/attachment-0001.html
From p.rickard at frontier.com Wed Jul 27 10:02:04 2011
From: p.rickard at frontier.com (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 10:02:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <W7294728463146101311773365@webmail14>
References: <W7294728463146101311773365@webmail14>
Message-ID: <00ad01cc4c65$c4b84400$4e28cc00$@rickard@frontier.com>

I have used RootsMagic since it was Family Origins. Love it! The latest version
contains an additional program that will run from a flash drive and will
automatically transfer your files to the flash drive. (Copy your files to the flash
drive) The author updates it regularly and your program will alert you there is an
update which is free to download. If there is a major upgrade, it?s only 19.00.
First purchase is only 29.00.

Phyllis Rickard
Local History Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Phyllis.rickard at monroe.lib.mi.us

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of infodoc at ddowell.com
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 9:29 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

Many objective observers rate Legacy and RootsMagic as the pick of the litter of
Windows based genealogy programs. Personally I have used RootsMagic for years and
have it installed on the computers in the lab where I teach genealogy research.
Both of these programs have free versions that can be downloaded and test driven to
see how they feel. Of course the more advanced features such as publishing complex
reports are only available in the paid versions. However, the cost for them is only
about $30.
Dave Dowell
http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf

-----Original Message----From: Dave Fiske [mailto:dfiskehiker at yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 09:09 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
I just bought Family Tree Heritage through Amazon for about $18.
Despite the bargain price, it seems to be packed with features, including
lots of capability to create slideshows and presentations that can be
put on a Web site or CD/DVD for sharing information with
non-genealogists. I have only barely used the program, but the
online reviews on Amazon were pretty favorable.

David Fiske

From: Lynette Jones <Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com>
To: "'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:42 PM
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
Dear all,

A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I?m familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that?s it. Does anyone have any
other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to
my patron?

Thanks to all for your assistance.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/645f34af/
attachment.html
From p.rickard at frontier.com Wed Jul 27 10:12:46 2011
From: p.rickard at frontier.com (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 10:12:46 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <006701cc4c65$3e951fb0$bbbf5f10$@org>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
<006701cc4c65$3e951fb0$bbbf5f10$@org>
Message-ID: <00c401cc4c67$434e2900$c9ea7b00$@rickard@frontier.com>
Becky didn't say it, but I will. They bring in the author of RootsMagic for
a full afternoon workshop on the program. It is a very worthwhile event! I
feel like I know the program quite well and still learn new things every
time I've gone!

Thank you Becky and RBHayes!

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Hill
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 9:58 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

I agree with Dave Dowell re: RootsMagic. This is a great inexpensive
program that I recommend to my patrons and give classes on. Lots of great
features and easy to share data with other relatives and programs. It also
has a free version to download that is not bad, but I prefer the full
version.
http://rootsmagic.com/

http://rootsmagic.com/Essentials/

Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420

419.332.2081 ext. 231
bhill at rbhayes.org

www.rbhayes.org
419.332.4952 (fax)

Rutherford B. Hayes Center Library is open Tuesday - Saturdays, 9 to 5,
closed Mondays due to State of Ohio cutbacks

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:43 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

Dear all,

A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I'm familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that's it. Does anyone
have any other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I
could pass on to my patron?

Thanks to all for your assistance.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/
aac1aa0a/attachment.html
From lmaehrlein at nygbs.org Wed Jul 27 10:23:37 2011
From: lmaehrlein at nygbs.org (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 10:23:37 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

In-Reply-To: <00c401cc4c67$434e2900$c9ea7b00$@rickard@frontier.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
<006701cc4c65$3e951fb0$bbbf5f10$@org>
<00c401cc4c67$434e2900$c9ea7b00$@rickard@frontier.com>
Message-ID: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA65030087B80@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Bruce Buzbee, the creator of Family Origins and Roots Magic, is very amiable, and
is always (far as I know) willing to answer all questions.
I started out with Family Origins back in the early-mid 1990s and followed him over
to Roots Magic. RM is a terrific program - not overly complicated like some - but
with plenty of features.
I recommend it highly!
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis Rickard
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 10:13 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
Becky didn't say it, but I will. They bring in the author of RootsMagic for a full
afternoon workshop on the program. It is a very worthwhile event! I feel like I
know the program quite well and still learn new things every time I've gone!
Thank you Becky and RBHayes!
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Hill
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 9:58 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
I agree with Dave Dowell re: RootsMagic. This is a great inexpensive program that
I recommend to my patrons and give classes on. Lots of great features and easy to
share data with other relatives and programs. It also has a free version to
download that is not bad, but I prefer the full version.
http://rootsmagic.com/
http://rootsmagic.com/Essentials/
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
419.332.2081 ext. 231
bhill at rbhayes.org
www.rbhayes.org

419.332.4952 (fax)
Rutherford B. Hayes Center Library is open Tuesday - Saturdays, 9 to 5, closed
Mondays due to State of Ohio cutbacks
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:43 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
Dear all,
A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I'm familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that's it. Does anyone have any
other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to
my patron?
Thanks to all for your assistance.
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/0ea1dd41/
attachment.html
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Wed Jul 27 10:45:14 2011
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 10:45:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
References:
<B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com><006701cc4c65$3e9
51fb0$bbbf5f10$@org><00c401cc4c67$434e2900$c9ea7b00$@rickard@frontier.com>
<C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA65030087B80@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA852A1E4@mail.irclibrary.org>
I actually have five genealogy software programs on my computer at home.
Over the years, I have returned to Legacy. As with anything that we
humans do, everything depends on our comfort factor.

I find Legacy's logic matches mine and there lies the reason that
everyone should look at all programs. Find out what is logical and easy
for you to understand. Download their 30 day trials, which is the best
way to determine which software you want to purchase.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/
c7da5834/attachment.html
From graymatters at windstream.net Wed Jul 27 11:27:13 2011
From: graymatters at windstream.net (Martha Grenzeback)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 10:27:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <4E2FDED7.16560.2431997E@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
<004e01cc4bdf$9702e000$c508a000$@comcast.net>
<4E2FDED7.16560.2431997E@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Message-ID: <90.F6.11492.65E203E4@pacmmta53>
I agree, I love TMG myself, but would probably
not recommend it to a beginner. Great for someone
who is a motivated researcher for whom sourcing
is important and who is already comfortable with
computers. Like Dave Dowell, I would recommend
either Legacy or RootsMagic--both good
programs--and suggest that your patron tries the
free version first to get a feel for it. There's
a nice article here that reviews the various
features of the different free programs:
http://www.techsupportalert.com/best-free-genealogy-family-tree-software.htm
Martha Grenzeback
graymatters at windstream.net

At 08:48 AM 7/27/2011, Bill Teschek wrote:

>TMG is great. I use it myself. But I wouldn't recommend it anyone who isn't
>very comfortable with computers and has a good head for details. It's very
>powerful, but the nature of some powerful programs is that they can be quite
>complicated and too much for computer novices.
>
>Bill Teschek
>bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
>
>------------------------------------------------->On 26 Jul 2011, Patrick M. Lofft wrote:
>
>Depending on the patron?s level of interest, I heartily recommend The
>Master Genealogist (TMG).
>
>From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib>bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
>Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:43 PM
>To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
>Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
>
>
>
>Dear all,
>
>
>
>A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her
>family history project. I?m familiar with Family Tree Maker, but
>that?s it. Does anyone have any other suggestions, or any
>comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to my
>patron?
>
>
>
>Thanks to all for your assistance.
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>---->No virus found in this message.
>Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
>Version: 10.0.1390 / Virus Database: 1518/3791 - Release Date: 07/27/11
From CarterG at uhcl.edu Wed Jul 27 11:53:01 2011
From: CarterG at uhcl.edu (Carter, Gay)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 15:53:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To:
<23990_1311778115_4E302543_23990_7557_1_E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA852A1E4@mail
.irclibrary.org>
References:
<B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com><006701cc4c65$3e9
51fb0$bbbf5f10$@org><00c401cc4c67$434e2900$c9ea7b00$@rickard@frontier.com>

<C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA65030087B80@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
<23990_1311778115_4E302543_23990_7557_1_E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA852A1E4@mail
.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <13942E721F0EB545B1A9022C1DE86CAD032D8A@EXMBX1.uhcl.edu>
Pam Cooper stated it very well! I've lost count of how many different programs I
have used/tried over the years beginning with Family Roots on a Commodore 64! So
much of the choice of a genealogy program depends on what you want it to do and
your comfort level with computers and the program features.
What I look for first is how the program handles sources and where it puts the
footnote numbers (does it actually put footnote numbers on the family group sheet,
for example). That is what led me to Legacy, and I am still very happy with it. As
Pam said, apparently its logic and mine coincide. But before I found Legacy, I had
settled on Family Origins and was really sad when it went away. When I found out it
had morphed into RootsMagic, I happily purchased it again. Now I use both Legacy
and RootsMagic although Legacy is still my main program. I find both of them very
intuitive and easy to use. The one time I tried TMG, I got so frustrated with it
that I've never gone back. And I am reasonably computer savvy (you kind of had to
be in the days of the Commodore! <G>), so that wasn't my problem.
And as many people have suggested, downloading the free version/trial version is
really the way to go. That allows you to test drive most of the features and see if
the program works for you.
Cars, cameras, and genealogy programs are all very personal decisions and ones
people get very passionate about!
Gay E. Carter
Reference/Documents Librarian
Library Liaison to the School of Education
Alfred R. Neumann Library, University of Houston-Clear Lake
2700 Bay Area Blvd., Houston, TX 77058
PH: 281-283-3914
FAX: 281-283-3937
CarterG at UHCL.EDU

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Possible Spam: 10%] Re: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
I actually have five genealogy software programs on my computer at home. Over the
years, I have returned to Legacy. As with anything that we humans do, everything
depends on our comfort factor.
I find Legacy's logic matches mine and there lies the reason that everyone should
look at all programs. Find out what is logical and easy for you to understand.
Download their 30 day trials, which is the best way to determine which software you
want to purchase.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library

1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/
c363b64e/attachment.html
From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Wed Jul 27 12:08:01 2011
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 11:08:01 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <4E2FF16A.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Lynette:
I give out two great genealogical software evaluation sites that consider several
kinds, both free and commercial:
TopTen Reviews - Genealogical Soft-ware
http://www.genealogy-software-review.toptenreviews.com
Genealogy Software Reviews, Ratings, & Comparisons
http://www.genealogy.about.com/od/software_reviews
Inquiring patrons have found these to be helpful in making a decision.

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>>> Lynette Jones <Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com> 7/26/2011 4:42 PM >>>
Dear all,
A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I'm familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that's it. Does anyone have any
other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I could pass on to
my patron?
Thanks to all for your assistance.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265

From demarestd at ecgrl.org Wed Jul 27 14:10:59 2011
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dorothy Demarest)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 14:10:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <007c01cc4c88$898c2c70$9ca48550$@org>
I use Reunion which
additional software
words you can carry
information into it
for Macs though.

is a little pricey but I like it, plus there is
for the iPhone and - most especially - iPad. In other
your smaller device which is what I do, enter
and upload it to your computer. I think it only works

Dottie Demarest
Genealogy & Local History
East Central Georgia Regional Library
823 Telfair Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706.826.1511

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette Jones
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:43 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software

Dear all,

A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
project. I'm familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that's it. Does anyone
have any other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I

could pass on to my patron?

Thanks to all for your assistance.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/11507ff3/
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From kcherry at IMLS.GOV Wed Jul 27 15:35:23 2011
From: kcherry at IMLS.GOV (Kevin Cherry)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 15:35:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] FEMA seeks storage space for Alabama libraries
Message-ID: <FC33037C646F9840BAE743B81DBFCCE701425EA4@IMLSMAIL.IMLS.GOV>
All:

I am forwarding this message from a Cultural Resource Specialist
colleague at FEMA.

Her email: Jennifer_Wellock at nps.gov

Please see below.

Kevin

Kevin Cherry

MSLS, PhD

Senior Program Officer
Institute of Museum and Library Services
Phone: (202) 653-4662
www.imls.gov

As you know Alabama suffered several EF-5 tornados in April that have
led to a wide path of destruction througout the state. I am currently
stationed in Alabama as part of a long-term recovery team looking for
resources for cultural institutions damaged by the storms. Included are
museums, archives and libraries. Do you know of any resources within
Alabama that I can direct folks to for help with collections or future
storage or even donations for areas that have lost library collections?
I am collating a resource list for the communities that have been
damaged and would appreciate any ideas or actual grant assistance leads.
I have one client who is trying to convert the only building left in her
town (a former bank building from 1900) to an archive for geneaological
and town history - the safe was not damaged, but the roof is missing.
She is a typical client here and needs help from the very start of the
process. Other insitutitons have staff and funding, but just need
emergency aid to get them capital to repair buildings, and to repair
damaged collections. Any help is greatly appreciated.
Thanks,
Jen Wellock
Cultural Resource Specialist
DOI Liaison - NPS
FEMA ESF - 14 Long Term Recovery
571-329-6088 / 202-354-2039

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/7cc6e66b/
attachment.html
From RencherDE at familysearch.org Wed Jul 27 17:37:07 2011
From: RencherDE at familysearch.org (David Rencher)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 15:37:07 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] FEMA seeks storage space for Alabama libraries
In-Reply-To: <FC33037C646F9840BAE743B81DBFCCE701425EA4@IMLSMAIL.IMLS.GOV>
References: <FC33037C646F9840BAE743B81DBFCCE701425EA4@IMLSMAIL.IMLS.GOV>
Message-ID: <C62F596A20AB834B86375CE75059D13770830A8895@MBX01.ldschurch.org>
The Michigan State Library is auctioning off their Dewey collection of 70,000
volumes, perhaps a deal could be struck with them.
David E. Rencher
Chief Genealogical Officer, FamilySearch
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kevin Cherry
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 1:35 PM
To: Archives & Archivists (A&A) List; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] FEMA seeks storage space for Alabama libraries
All:
I am forwarding this message from a Cultural Resource Specialist colleague at FEMA.
Her email: Jennifer_Wellock at nps.gov<mailto:Jennifer_Wellock at nps.gov>
Please see below.
Kevin
Kevin Cherry
MSLS, PhD
Senior Program Officer
Institute of Museum and Library Services
Phone: (202) 653-4662
www.imls.gov

As you know Alabama suffered several EF-5 tornados in April that have led to a wide
path of destruction througout the state. I am currently stationed in Alabama as
part of a long-term recovery team looking for resources for cultural institutions
damaged by the storms. Included are museums, archives and libraries. Do you know of
any resources within Alabama that I can direct folks to for help with collections
or future storage or even donations for areas that have lost library collections? I
am collating a resource list for the communities that have been damaged and would
appreciate any ideas or actual grant assistance leads. I have one client who is
trying to convert the only building left in her town (a former bank building from
1900) to an archive for geneaological and town history - the safe was not damaged,
but the roof is missing. She is a typical client here and needs help from the very
start of the process. Other insitutitons have staff and funding, but just need
emergency aid to get them capital to repair buildings, and to repair damaged
collections. Any help is greatly appreciated.
Thanks,
Jen Wellock
Cultural Resource Specialist
DOI Liaison - NPS
FEMA ESF - 14 Long Term Recovery
571-329-6088 / 202-354-2039
NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From cyndi at cyndislist.com

Thu Jul 28 02:28:00 2011

From: cyndi at cyndislist.com (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 23:28:00 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy project management software
In-Reply-To: <007c01cc4c88$898c2c70$9ca48550$@org>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEA5A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
<007c01cc4c88$898c2c70$9ca48550$@org>
Message-ID: <CAHL=V1SPXarqzw4GsEeQVfMvmTC56=-qGt23m0WdvHfAsH5Lsw@mail.gmail.com>
Reunion is a Mac program. Two other popular PC programs are RootsMagic and
Legacy. You can find 637 links for genealogy software programs here:
http://www.cyndislist.com/software/
-~-~-~Cyndi Ingle Howells
www.CyndisList.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/>
Cyndi at CyndisList.com
Donations:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
On Wed, Jul 27, 2011 at 11:10 AM, Dorothy Demarest <demarestd at ecgrl.org>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I use Reunion which is a little pricey but I like it, plus there is
additional software for the iPhone and ? most especially ? iPad. In other
words you can carry your smaller device which is what I do, enter
information into it and upload it to your computer. I think it only works
for Macs though.****
** **
Dottie Demarest****
Genealogy & Local History****
East Central Georgia Regional Library****
823 Telfair Street****
Augusta, GA 30901****
706.826.1511****
** **
** **
** **
*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Lynette Jones
*Sent:* Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:43 PM
*To:* 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
*Subject:* [Genealib] genealogy project management software****
** **
Dear all,****

> ****
>
> A genealogy patron has inquired about software to manage her family history
> project. I?m familiar with Family Tree Maker, but that?s it. Does anyone
> have any other suggestions, or any comments (pro and con) about FTM, that I
> could pass on to my patron?****
>
> ****
>
> Thanks to all for your assistance.****
>
> ****
>
> Lynette V. Jones****
>
> Information Services Supervisor****
>
> Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake****
>
> Carrollton, TX 75006****
>
> 972-466-4814****
>
> fax 972-466-4265****
>
> ****
>
> ****
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20110727/3b22ba3a/
attachment.html
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Thu Jul 28 09:45:32 2011
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Thu, 28 Jul 2011 13:45:32 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] thank you!
Message-ID: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF150DEF6A@CAREX104.carrollton.com>
A word of thanks and appreciation to everyone who answered my question about
genealogy project management software. Everyone gave solid reviews of products and
good advice on how to select the best one. I have passed the information onto my
patron; she is thrilled.
Thanks again to the community!
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library at Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org Fri Jul 29 08:56:03 2011
From: RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org (Ruth Kilgallon)
Date: Fri, 29 Jul 2011 08:56:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Teach Genealogy to Middle & High School Students- Thank
You
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F201107290856.AA56031893@florencelibrary.org>
Thanks to everyone who offered information and suggestions for my request
about teaching genealogy or putting on workshops to teenagers. I appreciate
it very much. Now the fun begins. :)
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
"A sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the
unpleasant, cope with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable."
Moshe Waldoks
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Fri Jul 29 16:47:40 2011
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri, 29 Jul 2011 16:47:40 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (August 2011)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2704ACF73F@sudley1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
August 2011

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> .

GUIDE TO PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY
CIVIL WAR SITES NOW ONLINE

The Civil War in Prince William County, by Jan Townsend and
James Burgess, is a new 50-page digital publication of the Prince
William County Historical Commission. It describes events of the war in
Prince William County, including important sites and personalities, and
a contains a detailed timeline. http://www.pwcgov.org/CivilWarPub
<http://www.pwcgov.org/CivilWarPub>
RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe. All these programs will take place at the community room
at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Most
programs last about one hour. You may register for any of these
programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
.
For details see
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
August 11, 11 am - Finding Cousins through Family Tree DNA or 23 and Me,
with J. J. "Jim" Logan; repeated August 23, 7 pm.
September 17, 7-11 pm - RELIC After Dark, featuring Colleen Fitzpatrick
on Forensic Genealogy: CSI Meets Roots. $25 (includes dinner).
September 27, 7 pm - Cemetery Symbolism, with Diane Nesmeyer.
September 30, 2 pm - Genealogy 101, with Beverly Veness.
October 13, 2 pm - An Introduction to RELIC, with Don Wilson (in
cooperation with Lifelong Learning).
October 25, 7 pm - The New Family Search, with Karen Jensen.
"Genealogy Doctor": free counseling (contact us for an
appointment).
FINDING COUSINS THROUGH
FAMILY TREE DNA OR 23ANDME
Presented by J. J. "Jim" Logan
Learn how you can discover your cousins and common ancestors through
groups employing the latest innovations in genetic DNA testing for
ancestry, in a presentation by J.J. 'Jim' Logan. Dr. Logan is the group
administrator for several DNA projects and a member of the Standards
Committee of the International Society of Genetic Genealogists.
This program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Thursday,

August 11, at 11 a.m. and will be repeated on Tuesday, August 23, at 7
p.m. To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703)
792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
'RELIC AFTER DARK' TO FEATURE
FORENSIC GENEALOGIST COLLEEN FITZPATRICK:
CSI MEETS ROOTS.
The Seventh Annual "RELIC After Dark" is scheduled for Saturday,
September 17, at Bull Run Regional Library, from 7 to 11 p.m. This gala
event will give participants an opportunity to dine, conduct personal
research, and to enjoy a talk by a nationally prominent genealogist.
Forensic genealogist Colleen Fitzpatrick, PhD, will be the keynote
speaker at this year's event. She consults for major military and
civilian organizations, helping to solve identity mysteries and uncover
frauds.
Established reference materials such as photos, databases and DNA can
provide much more information than you ever dreamed of, if only you keep
your eyes open and use a little imagination. The goal of her lecture is
to spark your imagination to discover new ways of looking at your family
mysteries and to turn you into a forensic genealogist.
Copies of her book, Forensic Genealogy, will be offered for sale by the
Friends of the Central and Bull Run Libraries who are helping to fund
this event.
'RELIC After Dark' is also an evening of dining and library
research opportunities. RELIC staff will be on hand to assist.
Admission for this event is $25 per person, and includes a buffet
dinner, assorted beverages, and free printing from library electronic
resources. Dessert and coffee will be offered after Dr. Fitzpatrick's
talk. Dressy casual attire is suggested.
Please register early as
space is limited. Proceeds from this event will help benefit RELIC's
collections and programs.
Checks made payable to "PWPLS" (Prince William Public Library System)
may be sent to RELIC, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA 20109. Please call 703-792-4540 or email RELIC2 at pwcgov.org
for further information.
CEMETERY SYMBOLISM:

WHAT CAN YOU LEARN

ABOUT YOUR ANCESTORS FROM THEIR TOMBSTONES?
Presented by Diane Nesmeyer
How many times have you seen a symbol carved on a gravestone
and wondered what it meant? Some symbols are easily interpreted, such
as the interlocking rings accompanied by the initials "F L T" which
represent the Independent Order of Odd Fellows. Others have more
obscure meanings.
Diane Nesmeyer, a genealogy instructor and member of
the Maryland Coalition to Protect Burial Sites, will help you unravel
the mysteries of Cemetery Symbolism. You will see examples of many
common symbols found in cemeteries, learn their meanings, and recognize
new questions to which they may lead in your search for family history.

This program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Tuesday,
September 27, at 7 p.m. To reserve a seat for this free program,
contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
GENEALOGY 101
Presented by Beverly Veness
Those curious about their family history have an opportunity to learn
about methods, strategies and resources for tracing their roots. The
hour-long program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff, is
scheduled for Friday, September 30, at 2 p.m.
"Genealogy 101" will
highlight the numerous free genealogical resources available at RELIC
and will explore basic techniques for tracking ancestors.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540
or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
"Genealogy Doctor" Accepting Appointments for Research Help
Don Wilson, head of RELIC (the Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for
genealogy and local history at Bull Run Regional Library), sets aside
time each month for free private sessions to mentor persons researching
their family history. A thirty-minute session can be used to discuss
and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you.
Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment,
please call RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org. Bull Run
Regional Library is located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC
staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757> or by
calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, September-June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm.
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